It's the Latest Dance Hit!

Roll Up the Rugs

Sway to the pulsating lilt of your favorite Metropolitan Orchestra.

Dance in unison with ten thousand other gliding couples. Tap the Limitless Ether for the Rythmic Harmony that awaits your tuning-in.

Cunningham Radio Tubes give that bell-like clearness, that perfect re-creation of tone which you must have for the utmost in radio enjoyment.

Since 1915 - Standard for all sets

Types C301A, C299, C300, C11, C12

In the Orange and Blue Carton

Price $3.00 Each
Another Famous TOWER

Tower's Scientific

LOUD SPEAKER

$8.50

It had to be the BEST!

We could have manufactured a loud speaker two years ago, but we wouldn't! We have waited—studying, planning, continually striving for perfection and now at last! WE HAVE IT—In the new TOWER'S LOUD SPEAKER. Surely a Wonderful TOWER Triumph.

The many features include, magnets that lift 2 lbs. 10 oz.; diaphragm of specially constructed material, perfect non-vibrating fibre horn, finished in beautiful golden bronze 10" bell.

Tower's phones are tested by Government Licensed Radio Operators. Weight only 8½ oz. On sale at all good dealers from coast to coast.

The Tower Mfg. Corporation

Worlds Greatest Loud Speaker Value

The U.S. Custom House Tower at Boston is 500 feet high and is situated in the business district overlooking Boston Harbor. It is the tallest Government building in America.
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ANN LORD, (Chicago Broadcasts) is a newspaper, editorial and magazine writer whose articles have appeared throughout the country. She was educated at the University of Chicago, and now resides in Chicago. She was definitely launched into magazine work during the last fifteen years we have seen many good short stories from her pen. The present article covers the Chicago broadcast stations quite thoroughly and is presented in a style so that you feel that you have actually been present to experience what Ann Lord writes about. Wireless Age readers will undoubtedly desire to read some of her future articles.

---

OTTO WILSON (The First Radio Inauguration) is a new author to Wireless Age readers. He is a feature writer and Washington correspondent for newspapers and several magazines. His work also includes research in compiling statistical reports which form the basis of feature articles that are of particular value in spreading information on business and industrial matters.

---

R. E. BOGARDUS (Super-DX Hi-F. Receiver) started in radio when it was "wireless." His first product was a spark coil set made to work in the next block. In the days of E. I. Co., Duck and Burnell, as commercial radio operators he went through four interesting experiences consisting of two collisions and a fire at sea, and a trip apace which included the ship "Captain and 'Spark.'" couldn't quite agree about the SOS on one of these occasions. Mr. Bogardus is now Instructor in the Radio Institute of America where he experiments extensively in short wave reception, and as a result the present article. He also operates WQAO, the Calvary Baptist Church Broadcast Station, and in spare moments writes technical articles. He eats and sleeps occasionally.

---
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Because certain statements and expressions of opinion correspond to others, appearing in these columns from time to time, it may be found to be the subject of controversy in scientific circles and in the courts either now or in the future and it sometimes involve questions of priority of invention and the comparative value thereof. Wireless Age neither positively nor emphatically discusses any priority or responsibility for any statements of opinion or partisan expression if such should at any time appear herein.
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NEW and distinctive features are embodied in the design of the Bradleydenser. For instance, the rotor revolves on a long double bearing that preserves rigid alignment and yet eliminates the extra outer end-plate. This reduces the amount of di-electric material and increases the efficiency.

Every joint is soldered. This, combined with the use of brass plates, further increases the operating efficiency. Another feature is the dust cap over the stator plates; it is removable without tools.

The Bradleydenser is made in four sizes: 0.00025 M-f. at $4.50; 0.00035 M-f. at $4.75; 0.0005 M-f. at $5.00; and 0.001 M-f. at $6.00. Leading radio dealers are showing them, now.

Allen-Bradley Co.
Electric Controlling Apparatus
283 Greenfield Avenue MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Manufacturers of Electric Controlling Apparatus for Over Twenty Years
The advent of Music Master sounded the death knell of the mere "loud speaker." For it transformed the radio receiving set into a musical instrument—a triumph of re-creative art.

Two years ago Music Master's full voiced volume and characteristic tone qualities heralded the New Era of Radio Art. It made possible the re-creation of supreme Music, Song and Speech, in the wonderful stellar programme now an established feature of American nation-wide broadcasting.

Music Master does more than reproduce—it interprets, it re-creates—it transforms mere radio receiving into artistic enjoyment. Music Master has been inadequately imitated, but never equaled. Music Master remains the supreme musical instrument of radio—and there is no substitute.

MUSIC MASTER—the Ultimate of Artistic Radio Re-Creation

Music Master's precision instrument is the acme of scientific perfection. Music Master's tone chamber of heavy cast aluminum is a marvelous mold of sound without distortion. Music Master's amplifying bell of resonant wood gives to every sound its full, vibrant qualities and natural and lifelike characteristics.

Music Master's manufacturers hold that every purchase of their product carries with it an implict pledge of unreserved and unconditional protection. Back of your dealer's full and unfalling service stands the Music Master Corporation to guarantee its products direct, to anyone, anywhere, at any time.

Music Master Corporation

Makers and Distributors of High-Grade Radio Apparatus

Tenth and Cherry Streets

Chicago Philadelphia Pittsburgh

Canadian Factory: Kitchener, Ontario

"Quality Goods for Quality Readers"
Greater distance for any set — with a Brandes!

A headset adds just about thirty per cent to the distance that any receiving set can get.

It means not only greater distance — but keener clarity of tone.

It means listening in without disturbing others — and without being disturbed.

It means getting the best out of your set — whether it be large or small.

Buy the receiver that's equipped with a Brandes.

Brandes
The name to know in Radio
Editorial Chat

In Bygone days by coach or buck-board hauled by untamed mustang through the wild woodlands of the Alleghanies; by barge across the inland waters, or by brigantine o'er the sea to southern ports and then relayed by pirogue and raft up the Mississippi Valley; westward bound by Prairie Schooner or the fast moving Stage Coach, the news of the inauguration of our early Presidents came to us. Since that day marvels have been many, but none greater than the marvel of President Coolidge's Inauguration. Before those on the outskirts of the audience at Capitol Hill heard the spoken word, millions scattered to the farthest reaches of our fair land, by means of radio, had heard each pronouncement in the recent inaugural ceremonies.

The story of the "First Radio Inauguration" is presented to our readers this month so that you may know in every detail the extent of this marvelous project.

International Language Problem

A study of the efforts and activities made by mankind to establish a common tongue is of vital interest to the present generation, especially those who have to do with radio. Now, more than ever before is there a pressing need, not alone in Continental Europe but throughout the world, for a common language. "Ail" in this issue is full of information on the subject presented by Dr. Talmey, who is eminently qualified to speak.

Technical


General

To acquaint you with the worth-while present day happenings in radio Wireless Age comes to you this month with such stories as "Radio in Europe," "Chicago Broadcasts," "Charting the Ice Fields," "Artists Out of the West," "Where the Great White Way Begins," and "World Wide News."

A fiction story by William West Winter will give you a laugh, and so will Ed Randall in his "Broadcast Impressions," and our Cross Word Contest with winners for February, solution for March, and a new one to be solved, will be to your liking—perhaps you'll think so well of this issue you'll enjoy showing it to your friends.

—The Editor.
Yes, You Can Log, Sometimes

An expert, with a sharp eye, a strong light, and a perfectly steady hand may be able to tune to even a half a degree of accuracy, using ordinary dials.

But that's far too coarse!

Any modern, sharp-tuning set should be tuned to at least an eighth of a degree of accuracy. Yes! Tuned and logged!

That's what you can do with the Jewett Micro-Dial.

Here is a dial fifty times as accurate—a dial with which you can scientifically and thoroughly sweep the ether, without missing a single station your set can reach, and getting every one at its absolute maximum.

Best of all, you can install the Micro-Dial with only a screwdriver. Slip off the old, guessing type dials; slip on the new Micro-Dial equipment.

Get your Micro-Dials today and set a string of new records for your set tonight!

EXCLUSIVE!
Mounts where any four-inch dial will mount—Absolutely self-contained—Nothing to be attached to panel—Slight eccentricity or angularity of instrument shaft of no consequence. Micro-Dial will not bind—Absolutely noiseless—Knob mounted on double cone bearing, self-adjusting and self-aligning. No metal to tarnish or cause body effects; no rubber to deteriorate. Micrometer and coarse adjustments turn complete circle—Calibration clockwise or counterclockwise as desired. Mechanism lubricated for life—Lasts forever—Improves with use.

JEWETT RADIO & PHONOGRAPH CO.
5678 Dixie Highway, Pontiac, Mich.

Micro-Dial

"Quality Goods for Quality Readers"
The Outstanding Features of the Outstanding Transformer

Amplification Curve of the Type 285 Audio Transformer

The NEW Price $7

GENERAL RADIO

Type 285 Audio Transformer

Higher Amplification over the Entire Audio Range

The marked superiority of the Type 285 Transformer is evident by its high and uniform amplification over the entire audio range. High amplification is attained by a turns ratio of 6:1. Ordinarily such high a ratio would lower the primary impedance and distort the lower notes, while the higher notes would be muffled or lost entirely by the effect of distributed capacity.

To offset these tendencies the core of the Type 285 Transformer is made of specially selected steel of high permeability, and the turns of the primary and secondary coils are increased to give a higher impedance and turns ratio. Consequently both ends of the curve are sustained, so that greater volume with better tone quality is the result.

More Natural Reproduction of Speech and Music

Tones of high and low pitch, whether instrumental or vocal, in combination or individually, are reproduced with a clarity that pleases the most critical radio listener.

So great is the amplification produced by the Type 285 Transformer that one stage using a Type 285 gives a volume that is approximately equivalent to that produced by two stages using any average transformers. Seldom is more than one Type 285 necessary to produce good loud-speaker volume with a quality of tone never before realized in radio reception.

If you want the best there is in transformer design, the General Radio Type 285 should be your choice.

For Sale at all Leading Radio Stores

GENERAL RADIO CO

Cambridge, Mass.

“Quality Goods for Quality Readers”
AIL

The Auxiliary International Language problem

as related to radio—Theory and Practice

How Volapük, Idiom and Ilo have af-

T

HE American radio enthusiast is delighted when he can "get" a station of a remote country. But of what use is it to listen to a speech sent out by radio from Stockholm if the listener does not understand Swedish? All he hears is a confused mass of unintelligible sounds. For radio to make itself understood at the same time in all receiving stations that its power can reach, one language understood in all of them at once, without any inter-

mediary, is an undeniable requisite.

Radio will never attain the highest degree of usefulness in international intercourse as long as all nations have not agreed to adopt one and the same medium of intercommunication by speech. It is also a foregone conclu-

sion that they will never concur in selecting as this medium, one of the living languages, for thereby one nation would gain immense advantages over all the others, especially in com-

merce. The Auxiliary International Language (AIL) must be strictly neutral, favoring no nation. Moreover, a living language is much too difficult to acquire, and utmost facility is an indispensable requirement of the Aux-

iliary International Language. Per-

fect neutrality would be obtained through the use of one of the dead languages, but these, too, are excluded because of the great difficulty to learn them and because of their inadaptability to modern conditions. The only alternative left therefore is a construct-

ed language, to be adopted officially by all nations.

By Dr. Max Talmey

Philologist and Doctor of Medicine and Ophthalmology

Historical review—of various systems—Neutral, Esperanto affected the problem
A short historical review of the attempts to create a constructed language will give the reader a better insight into the Auxiliary International Language problem. Their history dates back 300 years, and during that time about 250 projects have been offered as solutions of the problem. They reveal a gradual evolution from crude impractical devices in the beginning to more or less perfect systems in the last 50 years. Dr. L. Couturat, the foremost authority on the problem (Histoire de la Langue Universelle), divides all these projects very appropriately into three classes: First, systems which disregard the natural languages completely and use only arbitrary elements, i.e., words and affixes; second, systems consisting both of natural and arbitrary elements; third, systems taking almost all their elements from the natural languages.

From the beginning of that period to our time the question of a constructed language in general, and those projects offered as solutions in particular, have occupied more or less the minds of some of the greatest thinkers and scholars, such as Francis Bacon, Descartes, Leibnitz, Voltaire, Alexander V. Humboldt, Jacob V. Grimm, Victor Hugo, H. Schenhardt, Max Muller, Wilhelm Ostwald, Otto Jespersen, etc.

No project of the first one of the above mentioned three classes has attained any practical success. The first system to be put to extensive use and to gain wide publicity was Volapük, published in 1880 by the German priest Schleyer. It spread rapidly in all civilized countries and was extensively used in writing and speaking. Numerous books and magazines were printed in it, and at several large congresses it was spoken exclusively. The number of those practicing Volapük was estimated in 1889 at one million. Its decline began in the same year, however, the sor, it had no practical success. Volapük has the inestimable merit of having furnished for the first time the experimental proof, on a large scale, that a constructed language for writing and speaking is possible. This proof was brought forth for the second time by Esperanto which was published in 1887 by the Polish physician Dr. L. L. Zamenhof. Its progress was very slow until 1896. In that year Marquis L. de Beaufort began to take interest in it and through his efforts its spread in France and then in many other countries. The number of practical Esperantists was estimated in 1903 at 50,000 in all countries, and it increased greatly in the following three or four years. In the United States Zamenhof's project was almost unknown until 1905. At that time the writer became acquainted with it and after long search he succeeded in finding in New York City half a dozen people who knew something about it. With their help he founded the New York Esperanto Society. Soon afterwards he published the first complete English text book of Esperanto and was elected as a member of the International Linguistic Committee for Esperanto (Lingva Komitato). All this was prominently reported in daily papers and magazines and soon other Esperanto clubs were formed in several large cities of the United States.

Practical use revealed substantial defects in Esperanto as had happened in
the use of Volapük, and able students, including Dr. Zamenhof, became convinced of the necessity of radical changes in the system. These changes however, could not be carried out owing to the resistance of certain interests in control of the propaganda for Esperanto. The consequence was that the best connoisseurs of the system, and a great many others, gave it up and adopted the language of the "International Delegation for the Adoption of an AIL." The New York Esperanto Society was one of the first clubs to adopt that language in 1908 and to change its name to the New York Ilo Society.

Every one of the projects considered until now, Idiom Neutral excepted, was the creation of one author who, as a rule, was not even a competent philologist. Zamenhof, for instance, was a young college student in his teens when he constructed his system. The "Language of the Delegation" (LD), however, was created by a body of scientists of international reputation. A Committee of the Delegation composed of eminent linguists and other scholars convened in October, 1907, and examined a great many systems as to their fitness for the role of the AIL. All of them were found inadequate. Included among them were Neutral, Esperanto, and a project, very similar to the latter, presented for examination by an author under the pseudonym Ilo. It became known later that this author was Marquis de Beaufront. The Committee decided to recommend the construction of a new language on the basis of Esperanto and the project of Ilo. This Committee instituted a Permanent Commission for that purpose, and adjourned after having held eighteen sittings. The Commission soon afterwards tried to bring about an understanding with the Esperanto leaders, but had no success. Thereupon it went its own way, elaborated a new language in conformity with the recommendations of the Committee, and published an official grammar and dictionaries in the spring of 1908. It is entirely erroneous to call this new language reformed Esperanto. The decision of the Committee had received a wording favorable to Zamenhof's project merely to conciliate the great number of those putting implicit confidence in Esperanto. The new language might be called more justly reformed Neutral, as admitted expressly by Dr. Couturat, the leading spirit of the Commission, in the statement which he attributes to Prof. Jespersen (Progr. V, p. 460): "One has already done too great a favor to Esperanto by taking it—rather than Neutral—as the basis of the new language which can also be called reformed Neutral."

The new language was at first called Ilo. This was a reasonable, non-visionsary, impartial name, signifying merely International Language. But about two years later, in 1909, the Union formed for purposes of propaganda adopted de Beaufront's pseudonym Ilo as the name of the language. Recently however, the writer has revived the original name Ilo which is now growing more and more in favor, especially in this country.

When criticism began to pour in upon Esperanto its influential leaders tried to obviate it by the dogma of inviolability: "Esperanto is inviolable, not subject to criticism, change, or reform; it is the living language of a living people—"vivanta lingvo de vivanta popolo." Here every argument had to stop, for a living language must, indeed, not be touched. Owing to this preposterous dogma Esperanto deteriorated through its intrinsic faults to the extent of being beyond correction. Here is not the place to expose those defects. The writer has done this in other works.

Entirely different was the policy of the Commission for Ilo. It founded an official organ, Progreso, and an Academy, and invited criticism from all sides to be published in that magazine or presented to the Academy. In this way Ilo has been brought to a high...
Super-DX Hi-F. Receiver

By R. E. Bogardus and R. A. Bradley

Each meter of wave length is separated 10 degrees on the dials with a range of 40 to 500 meters!

I have found, during many years of wireless reception, that invariably when a weak signal was being read there always came a splash of static or some other signal that always just made enough interference to kill the one signal desired. That usually caused a slight disturbance in my manner and usually the first person that spoke to me afterward wondered what had happened to cause such an outburst of disagreement. Well, who wouldn't when we turn out the lights and hold our breath in order to copy those elusive signals. Even the scratch of a pencil made trouble at times. Is it not, therefore, natural to look around for some method of boosting those weak signals efficiently? We looked and looked—worked and worked, but somehow we always just missed it or were just beaten to it. We were still without that simplicity that is so necessary in telegraph work, especially on waves used by the amateur over the enormous space of a couple of hundred miles.

Then broadcasting came along with the result that better apparatus has been produced, most of which efficiently does what is required of it, but still there remains the code work which apparently insists on being very weak. So—with the broadcast field well taken up by high powered sets it became too crowded and down the wavelength scale came the lower powered sets. On these lower wave lengths our sets just would not efficiently tune in the signals and remain stable. We hunted for better condensers and finally got them—then coils and got them also—but as much as we improved, just so much more, and many more weak signals we heard. We looked and worked, but it was elusive. It had been a subject of long experimentation and, frankly, not one of great success. In fact, the efficiency of a genuinely good broadcast tuner of today leaves little to be desired—at least on waves above 300 meters—but below this point so much was to be desired that I have been spending many, many nights chasing the solution to its den, where capture was possible and eventually accomplished through a hint on an entirely different condition, though the idea needed developments. The idea came from a noted New York amateur, who does not wish his name published, and by the natural sequence of orderly experimentation the results described in this article came into being.

Due to the many and varied conditions existing in the receivers of my readers, I believed it will be best to simply describe as far as possible, my own final work and leave the application of it to the individual. The improved circuit demonstrates the extreme need of increased initial grid voltage on the average detector tube and as finally worked out the circuit proves more efficient the lower the wave length operated upon.

First, I will consider the very short wave band—that of 40-43 meters, as yet hardly noticed except for small bits of scattered use. Then we will cover the medium and extremely popular band of 75-85.6 meters as well as that interesting lower band used by broadcasters. Some very fine programs are relayed on this band without public knowledge because the average receiver will not go below the 300-meter point efficiently. Last but not least the slight...
The relationship between instruments is clearly shown. No need for a panel layout with such an illustration.

Change for the regular broadcasting band will be investigated for those who wish to slip below 300 meters.

For the very short band, 40-43 meters, figure 1 gives the complete circuit. One step of amplification is shown, but for loud speaker operation an additional step may be added. There is no need of showing that because it is only a repetition of the first step, and all of you have built two-step amplifiers before. The tuner is the main thing in this article.

Figure 1 shows, within the dotted enclosure the main—and the important section. We used a standard Bremer-Tully Short Wave Tuner, normally 50-150 meter range—using a .0005 mfd. condenser with vernier. The standard connection gave the range of approximately 55 to about 280 meters, due to the wiring in the set, the larger condenser and the mutual tuning of the primary circuit. Using ground instead of counterpoise, the lower bands, 40-43 and 75-85 meters were covered by rewinding the secondary with 8 turns of No. 18 double cotton covered wire, which occupied the entire space on the coupler form, being spaced approximately one-eighth inch apart. Now TAP in the center, or the fourth turn (see diagram figure 2). "Y" has four turns and "Z" has four turns. Using the .0005 mfd. condenser, the tuning is now spread over the entire center section of the condenser scale, allowing many degrees per meter, and also—which is equally as important—it is possible to tune on both sides of this range. American amateurs have a 40-43 and 75-85 band, and our foreign friends have waves on both sides of ours, therefore we will not confine our range to our own waves. Note the

(Turn to page 31)
W e have now completed our dis-
cussion on the loud speaker
units, including the vibrating
diaphragm. There are a great many
factors which tend to limit faithful re-
production of radio broadcast music
and speech. As has been pointed out
in our discussion of the units of
various types and designs, faithfulness of
reproduction is considerably af-
fected by the unit itself. The
various factors which enter the
problem were discussed but
brieﬂy. The
magnets, the
construction of
the pole pieces,
the air gap sepa-
rating the pole
pieces from the
diaphragm, the
coil surrounding
the pole
pieces, the ma-
terial and rigidity
of the unit case,
the diaphragm,
its diameter, its
thickness, the
particular mate-
rail, of which it
is made, etc., are all problems which
enter when we undertake improvement
in loud speaker design from the view-
point of the unit. These problems
must be faced and studied, for im-
provement is intimately tied up with
their practical solution.

It must be perfectly clear, therefore,
even to the layman and to the pur-
chasing public that highly trained engineers
with unusual experimental and theo-
retical ability must be employed to ad-
vance the art of radio reception. There
are many, many manufacturers of ra-
dio sets, but precious few of them are
contributing anything, whatever, to this
advancement. They do not possess the
trained engineers and scientists, and
they do not have the visionary outlook
into the future of radio development.
These scattered groups of highly
trained engineers working under the
general direction of far seeing execu-
tives are working out the future of
radio.

Recently an editor of a radio maga-
azine stated that there were two words
in radio which had been greatly over-
worked. One of these was "distortion." As a scientist, perhaps, I am entitled to
our question intelligently, we must find
out something about the acoustical
characteristics of straight pipes.

Since practically everybody, I pre-
sume, knows what the pipe organ is
and have seen the numerous pipes of
the various sizes of which it is con-
structed, our task is greatly simpli-
ﬁed. The long pipes give the low, deep
notes, the intermediate pipes give the higher
notes and the short pipes give
high pitch, flute and piccolo
notes. An organ note is not a
pure tone, but is a note rich in
harmonics, particularly, the low
notes. The high
notes coming from the short
pipes are rela-
tively simple and
possess few har-
monics or over-
tones.

When an or-
gan pipe is
blown the note
is a perfectly
definite one. This
is due to the fact that the pipe is an
acoustical resonator, so to speak, and
emphasizes or accentuates the sound in
certain frequency regions. This phen-
omenon is illustrated in ﬁgure 1. Sup-
pose, in this example, the pipe is 5 feet
long and is a "closed" pipe; that is, it
is closed at one end and the other
is left open for the outﬂow of sound.
The fundamental frequency of the low-
est tone given off by the pipe has a
wave length equal to four times the
length of a pipe, provided it is closed
at one end and opened at the other.
(If both ends are open, then twice the
length of the pipe gives the wave length of
the lowest or fundamental tone). Consequentl}
ly, the wave length of the low-
est tone is 4x5=20 feet. The speed
(1,100 feet per second) of sound in
air divided by the wave length gives
the frequency. Hence, the frequency
of this lowest tone is 55 cycles.
The harmonics are determined by multiplying 55 times 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, etc. That is, there are no even harmonics, the absence of which determine the peculiar or characteristic quality of stopped pipes. Consequently, such a pipe will accentuate all tones in the region of 55, 165, 275, 385, 495, 605, etc., cycles. See figure 1.

If the pipe were a foot long, then the fundamental and overtones are 220, 660, 1100, 1540, 1980, etc., cycles. This state of affairs is illustrated in figure 2. A comparison of these two figures will show at once several important and fundamental points. In order to see the application of these curves to the design of loud speaker horns and to use them to assist in the selection of a desirable loud speaker, it will be necessary to discuss the various points of interest. Such information as we give in connection with pipes is old, of course, and has been known for many, many centuries. Even 175 years ago all the theory of pipes was worked out mathematically by Bernoulli and others of that period.

The two curves for straight pipes show a number of characteristics which may be stated and compared thusly:

1. There are a number of "peaks" or resonant frequencies, as they are called.
2. The peaks are very "sharp" according to the adopted nomenclature.
3. The peaks get smaller and smaller in height as their frequency increases.
4. The sound coming out from the pipes is very strong, or loud, at those frequencies corresponding to the peaks, and weak at all the frequencies between the peaks. That is, the height of the curve at any frequency is proportional to the intensity of the sound at that frequency and we label, therefore, the ordinates (vertical distances) "response."

While we are on this subject, let us inquire to what extent the pipe (cylindrical resonator) assists or strengthens the sound of the fork. Suppose, for example, I have the following six tuning forks: d sharp, e sharp, 154 complete vibrations per second, called d.v.), e" (256 d.v.), f" (384 d.v.), g" (512 d.v.), g" (678 d.v.) and f" (1024 d.v.). We shall assume we can just hear each of these forks at a distance of one foot. That is, we shall strike them just hard enough to be heard one foot. We now strike the forks with the same intensity of blow while they are held in front of their respective cylindrical resonators. Instead of hearing them at one foot, we shall be able to hear them at much greater distances, because as indicated by figures 1 and 2, the response is much greater—we are at the top of the first peaks, so to speak. The following table indicates how far we can now hear the various forks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d sharp</td>
<td>100 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g sharp</td>
<td>30 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f sharp</td>
<td>15 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e sharp</td>
<td>10 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>5 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>2½ feet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These figures show the tremendous importance and help of resonance in strengthening the sound. It is of very great benefit in loud speakers and it is made use of all the time in both the units and the horns, as well as in hornless loud speakers.

5. The peaks are regularly spaced in frequency.

Speaking from a comparative viewpoint between the long and the short (Turn to page 62)
Direct-Coupled

By K. M. MacIlvain

Here's a receiver of increased sensitivity and DX range—the latest in feed-back circuits

The feed-back circuit effected in the plate circuit of the first radio-frequency amplifier tube in this receiver is certainly a great asset to it. It increases the sensitivity of the receiver immensely and greatly increases the DX range of the set. By using this feed-back at this point in the circuit you will find that you will be able to bring in distant stations that you could never hear with the same circuit without the feed-back. The point of course in using this feed-back circuit is to orient the rotor of the feed-back coupler to such a point that you obtain maximum regeneration without producing an unstable condition. Thus you are able, at all times, to work your receiver at the optimum point of efficiency.

The wiring diagram of the circuit is shown in figure 1. The antenna is directly coupled to the first radio-frequency amplifier tube. The antenna lead-in is connected to one end of the rotor of a loose-coupler and this coupler must be pretty “loose.” If it is of the type where there is very close coupling between the stator and the rotor windings it will not function as well as would be desired and might tend to make the circuit unstable. From the other end of the rotor winding a connection is made to one side of an 111-plate (.00025 mfd.) variable condenser, Ca. The other side of this variable condenser is connected to the grid side of the antenna tuning coil. The low side of the antenna tuning inductance is connected to the ground lead. This latter coil is shunted by a 17-plate, (.00037 mfd.) variable tuning condenser, the latter plates being connected to the movable contact terminal of a 200-ohm potentiometer, the latter being shunted across the “A” battery leads.

The plate of the first tube is connected to one side of the stator winding of the loose-coupler. The other end of this stator winding is connected to the tap near the low end of the second radio-frequency tuning inductance. (The construction of these coils will be discussed later.) The low side of this second radio-frequency tuning inductance or direct-coupled transformer is connected to the positive 90-volt “B” battery terminal.

The secondary winding of the second transformer is shunted by a 17-plate, (.00037 mfd.) variable condenser which is used to tune this stage. The stator plates of this condenser are connected to the grid of the second radio-frequency amplifier tube, but they cannot be connected directly to the grid. The reason for this is, that, since we are using a direct coupled radio-frequency transformer to couple the plate circuit of the first radio-frequency amplifier tube to the input circuit of the second, we have “B” battery potential on the secondary winding as well as on the primary winding, since there is a metallic connection between the two.

The primary winding is that portion of the coil (gf) between the points (p) and (i) whereas the secondary embraces the entire winding between (g) and (i). To contrast this condition with the usual radio-frequency transformer it might be well to note that in the latter case the primary and secondary windings are separate and
are insulated from each other. Therefore any plate potential on the primary coil does not impress a corresponding potential on the secondary coil.

In the case of this receiver, however, the plate potential is on the secondary of the transformer as well as on the primary and therefore, if we connected the high side of the secondary winding directly to the grid of the succeeding tube we would impress a direct current potential of 90 volts on the grid of that tube and this would certainly not tend to lengthen the life of the tube in question. Therefore, a .5 mfd. fixed condenser is connected in series with the lead from the stator plates of the second tuning condenser (C,) to the grid of the second radio-frequency amplifier tube, (T). This condenser has a capacity of high enough value to offer a very low resistance to the flow of radio-frequency currents and at the same time blocks off the plate potential which has been impressed upon the transformer winding from getting through to the grid of (T).

The rotor plates of the second tuning condenser (C,) cannot be connected directly to the negative filament terminal as it would put "B" battery voltage on the filaments of all tubes and their length of life under these conditions would be far below normal. The .00025 mfd. condenser (C,) is used to block the D.C. from the filament in this instance.

The 5-megohm resistance between the grid and negative filament terminals of the second radio-frequency amplifier tube (T) is an essential feature. The circuit may function without it and still again it may not. If the tube sockets used in the construction of the receiver are of the best material, the set most likely would refuse to function due to the high degree of grid insulation and subsequent lack of opportunity for accumulated electrons to leak off. You see, a great many of the electrons passing from the filament to the plate, within the tube, are intercepted by the grid and they will charge up on the plate of the condenser (C,) that is connected to the grid unless there is a leakage path for them to flow through. If the grid insulation is very good, they will accumulate to such an extent that the grid of (T) will go far enough negative to cause the current in the plate circuit to become zero.

To use the ordinary expression, the tube blocks. With the grid of (T) held negative by the charge of electrons on C, electrons will cease to flow from the filament to the plate of the tube and no more electrons will accumulate on the grid. Then, after a short space of time, the charge accumulated on the condenser C, will leak off—since, no matter how good the insulation, there

(Turn to page 26)
Radio in Europe

By Anne C. Granbeck

What is going on in Italy, Czechoslovakia, Spain, Belgium, Norway, Sweden, Hungary, etc.

We in America, who regard our country as almost the birthplace of modern broadcasting, might very well give attention to not only the present situation in the South of Europe, but also to the arresting fact that 32 years ago Budapest had a broadcasting service supplying 7000 subscribers with a daily program which was, for all the world, like a 1925 broadcasting schedule. Dr. Karl d’Ester, professor of journalism at Mu

Theodor Puskas, a Hungarian engineer, originated the idea and worked it up most successfully. He had in use 600 miles of wire providing direct service, independent of the ordinary telephone service; and over these wires went all the standard broadcasting which we know today, from bedtime story to stock exchange and weather reports! The subscription price was 10 hellers per day (about 2 cents), exclusive of the cost of installation. Of course, headphones alone were possible then; but on the other hand, there was none of the difficulties of tuning in or charging batteries, etc. The thing was purely telephonic, of course.

While it lasted it was greatly relished by the entertainment-loving Hungarians. The broadcasting organization, at its height, had 180 employees, including singers, newspaper men, orators, etc., but probably because the engineer was no business man, or because the thing was quite too successful, Puskas went bankrupt. Nobody had the ten
erity to follow him and the whole idea sank out of sight. Puskas even sold time for advertising purposes, a la the modern broadcasting stations. Reprinted herewith is a typical broadcasting program enjoyed by the subscribers in Budapest in the year 1893. I speak of this as an introduction to
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Members of a well known Italian Club listening to a presentation of "Tosca" which was broadcast from Covent Garden, London, England

the consideration of Southern European radio broadcasting conditions, in order that we may not think too meanly of a part of Europe which is far less up to date in radio than any other at the present time.

In SPITE of the fact that Marconi was an Italian, and that, therefore, the Italians might well be at the forefront of radio, Italy has not progressed very far. The Government of Italy has agreed to grant a broadcasting concession to the company called the Unione Radiophonica Italiana, in which the British Broadcasting Company of England is financially interested. The broadcaster is to receive two-thirds of the money collected by the Italian owners of receiving sets, plus an annual fee from the licensees for broadcasting service. Revenue is also to be obtained from the broadcasting of advertising matter, but this is to be shared equally between the Government and the broadcasting company. A Marconi Q type broadcasting transmitter has now been installed in Rome and it is hoped that Radio will now be broadcast generally. Certainly there is sound reason to hope for this in view of the intense love of music by Italians and of entertainment in general. The Gov-
Perhaps the most striking development in radio in Southern Europe is the plan to make Prague a great musical radio center and place on the air the National Opera of Czechoslovakia, one of the most famous in all Europe. This nation is a central nation of Europe, and its attitude as a young and vigorous state is excellent evidence of the new international statesmanship which thoroughly appreciates the strategic value of radio in the making of good will. The Czechoslovakian Government sees in radio the means of building up Prague as one of the leading musical and cultural centers of the world, while at the same time serving its own interest very strikingly, and helping to build up its already strong national spirit. The Government has already planned to erect stations for operation on a rental basis by a broadcasting company.

Czechoslovakia, it is not always appreciated, stands very high in music. Recently the broadcasting of Czechoslovakian music from WGY at Schenectady received much applause and it was widely noted that this country had a nationalistic style of composition and rendition little known in the United States. The famous Bohemian Octet under the direction of Rudolph Piscocek was heard for the first time in this country not so many months ago.

This projected plan for the broadcasting of national opera at Prague—which will be listened to by radio fans all over Europe—is a most significant indication of the way Europe is shaping up gradually in regard to radio. It will in the not too distant future be an accomplished fact that the best musical genius of five or six leading European nations will be available to all European listeners in; and more than one harassed European statesman pins some hope to radio as a growing means of lessening the sharp antagonisms of Europe.

In Spain broadcasting is still somewhat chaotic, but there is this advantage, it is open to anyone to obtain a license from the Government to run a broadcasting station for a certain period. A company representing Spanish interests is being formed to draw a real broadcasting plan, and it is expected will shortly be ratified by the Spanish Government. Broadcasting of advertising is permitted by law in Spain and it is expected that considerable attention will be given to the commercial aspects. There are, at present, four stations in Spain, two in Madrid, one in Barcelona and one at Cartegena. There is another to be installed soon at San Sebastian.

In Belgium plans are also under way for a broadcasting station on a commercial basis operated by a private company. The Army and Aviation Forces operate broadcasting stations at present.

In Denmark broadcasting is by no means new, as there have been many amateurs broadcasting in the early days. Very poor results, due to inadequate equipment and unsatisfactory programs, were obtained and conditions there indicate comparatively little present hope of change.

Hungary—in spite of the fact that

(Turn to page 26)
Various methods of adding radio frequency amplification—Tuned secondary without primary—
The use of spider web coils in place of variocoupler.

The primary might be of tuned or untuned type. If of the latter it is necessary to have it so arranged that a variable coupling can be had between the primary and secondary windings. The secondary inductance should be of the air core or staggered winding, using a fairly heavy wire, say No. 14 B. & S. gauge.

Great pains must be taken to choose a good make of low loss condenser for the tuning of this circuit, as the tuned circuit offers great possibilities for losses and every precaution must be taken to conserve every bit of energy which is transferred to it. Need I repeat that which already has been said many times before: make all leads as short and as direct as possible, taking care not to have grid and plate leads run parallel.

We have the above set; for the most part we are satisfied with it. It is comparatively easy to tune one local station out from another. When the locals are off we get our share of distance, but there are certain times when we wished the set were just a little more selective so as to be able to tune in that distant station away from that other semi-distant station which is working on nearly the same wave length.

It is a common trouble with all radio sets, anything we can do to make them just a little more selective increases our chances of getting better distance just that much more.

Figure 1 shows a circuit which seems to do the trick and gives an added degree of selectivity with one added control—an added control means little to the man who is after DX. The condenser
ARRIVAL of Around which the 1.1 fact, ground. ing which have coupling. away about the 500-inch and other may require still another adjustment, is to arrange the coils L3 and 4 so that their inductive relation to each other may be varied. This will help materially in getting the circuit to oscillate, especially in cases where reception is being carried on the same wave length or near the same wave length as that of the natural period of the antenna. There are many low loss tuners on the market, the great majority of which employ a fixed coupling between the primary and the secondary, with the result that when they are operated, difficulty is had in getting selectivity, which comes naturally when the circuit is brought near the oscillating point on the lower wave lengths. If it were only possible to increase this coupling the trouble would be eliminated. This, of course, is aside from the fact that it is always an advantage to use a condenser whose plates are so arranged as to give greater separation between stations operating on the lower wave lengths.

Condenser C1 and Coil L1 makes a very sensitive wave trap the adjustment of which makes possible the receiving of distant stations through local broadcasting.

Ideal operation in a regenerative receiver is only obtained when the circuit goes into easy oscillation. That is to say a sound similar to that of rushing wind will be heard as we near the critical point. If a dull thud is heard, which voltage on the detector plate. It is only on rare occasions that one comes across a tube requiring a plate voltage higher than 22½ volts. In general 16 to 20 is just right, assuming, of course, that your batteries are delivering full voltage.

The addition of radio frequency amplification is usually not recommended to users of regenerative receivers, inasmuch as the detector tube in such a circuit is passing on a certain amount of radio frequency energy and is liable to make the set difficult to operate and control.

There are a number of ways in which this can be accomplished, some of which bear out the above statement; others which add but little if anything to the distance getting possibilities of the set. It has been my good fortune to try out a number of these schemes and I have come to the conclusion that one or two of the methods will prove to be quite an advantage to any such set incorporating three circuits in giving three very desirable features: first, greater sensitivity, increased range; second, greater selectivity, more freedom from local interference; and third, better quality in signals, as the tendency to work the set to the last notch, causing distortion, is reduced.

The first scheme is shown in figure 2. This can be built into a separate cabinet and connected to your present set using the same A and B batteries, by means of binding posts.

The antenna condenser has a capacity of 1000 micro-microfarads and is connected between the antenna and the antenna inductance, which can be wound on a three-inch bakelite or hard rubber tube. It has sixty turns of No. 22 D.C.C. wire, the lower end of which is connected to the ground, and the center post of the 300-ohm potentiometer, the outside terminals of which are connected directly across the A battery. The grid of this tube must be
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Cross Word Contest

One Hundred Prizes To Be Awarded

HORIZONTAL
1—Meal; vegetables. 6—Electrical measuring instrument. 12—Electric current. 17—Having two feet. 19—After. 20—Linear measure (Phr.). 21—Field limit. 22—Subject of discourse. 25—Definite article. 29—Predilection from moisture. 27—Province of Canada (Abbrev.). 28—Da Da Da; Da; Da Dit Dit. 30—Separate by violence. 31—Sleek.
33—Course club. 34—Covering or shelter. 39—Natural force. 40—Under age. 42—A timber. 43—Completed. 44—Kitted. 45—Marlows growth. 47—Meeting three. 48—On diverse batteries. 49—Pierced or penetrated. 51—Of greatest interest today. 52—Small live coal. 55—Can be heard. 57—Da Da Da; Dit; Dit. 58—Surrenders. 61—Chains sharply. 62—Parts of address. 63—Vessel. 66—One line. 67—What battery acid did to eritro. 68—What the Dalton line does. 70—Period of time. 71—Sharp-pointed instrument. 72—What ruins your condenser plates. 73—Old horses—Old-time horse—used in slot machines—cross word experts
—also attatched to tools of phone repair.
74—Porcelain. 75—Last in order. 76—Neerevergreen; skill. 77—Center of an electromagnet. 83—Tree; India; Univ. 85—Dit; Dit; Da Dit; Dit. 86—Large manufacturing center in Japan.
88—Menu. 90—Central America. 91—Hoff. 92—Due to whom money is paid. 92—Sedfed. 95—Strips of wood. 96—Consult an error. 97—Da Dit Dit Dit Dit; Da Dit; Dit Dit Dit. 99—Conductor of electricity. 100—Elements born by Romans. 102—Pure of a horse. 103—To hold or catch. 105—Non-conductor of electricity. 107—Member of the world's first family. 108—Gull for changing electric pressure. 111—Knead. 112—Guessed. 113—A game. 114—Softness. 115—Jumping jacks. 117—Telegraph signal reporting trains. 118—Scholarly. 119—Small venomous snake. 121—Killed with a weapon. 123—Crashing保姆. 124—Grass surface of land. 125—Drown; shudder. 127—What we do with money. 128—Inspiring love. 130—Pore-feeding. 131—Att parts of vessels.

VERTICAL
1—Improve; better. 3—Lead (Latin abbr.) 5—Small island. 4—Memorial; mark. 6—Indian seaman. 7—Miniature. 8—Entitle or instrument. 9—Dielectric medium. 10—Short piece of connecting pipe. 11—Buff. 12—Place where ship is kept. 13—Decrease. 14—Primary color. 15—Phrasal suffix. 16—Examind, such as radiotrons. 18—What you turn to tunes (Phr.). 19—Talk shy. 23—A disciple of the Greek philosopher Zeno. 24—What buder did before washing. 28—Performing. 27—Designated. 28—A river. 31—Flame; fire. 32—Whether momentarily. 33—Wetted; exhausted. 35—Honor; reward or success. 37—Nest; compact. 38—Axe; to labor. 39—Muses as a pith. 41—X-ray photography. 44—Branch production. 46—Legal claim. 49—Brave. 50—A connector. 52—Da Da Da Dit Dit Dit Dit Dit Dit.
54—Generates electricity. 55—Turf. 56—Radio detector. 58—An irrefutably. 60—Blame clamorously. 61—Lay hold of suddenly. 62—Soreness; enchantment. 65—Hofsaus. 67—Infinite number. 68—Long; lengthy. 70—Invest with knowledge. 76—Influence or power when patients. 77—Army Ordnance Department. 80—Order of Hall Road Telemetrians. 83—Paper measure. 85—Pertaining to burial. 86—Ladies kitchen apparel. 87—Hounds (French). 88—Nave. 91—Branches of learning. 92—Repetition of sound. 94—Pertaining to the nose. 95—Round or cylindrical parts. 96—Obliterate; expanse. 98—Bolsterous play. 100—A unit.
101—A stile. 102—A cavity. 103—General tendency. 104—Back parts of vessels. 106—Upright pillar in stillcase (Phr.). 107—The base of the rose. 109—Electric safety devices. 110—Gathers In. 111—Elephant mollusk. 113—Rascal; trick. 114—Beveral; fear. 115—Severe. 116—A leopon's head. 117—Point on the compass. 118—Dit Dit Dit Dit Dit Dit Dit Dit. 125—Bolster.
126—General Public (International Call Book designation.) 128—Doctor.

GET ACROSS
Composed by Helen F. Dittus

PRIZE CONDITIONS: Yearly subscriptions to Wireless Age, The Radio Magazine, will be awarded to 100 correct solvers of the "Get Across" crossword puzzle who send in the best sentences composed of words found in this puzzle. The editors of the Wireless Age will select the winning letters on the basis of legibility, style and composition. Closing date April 15. Winners will be announced in the June issue. The solution will appear in May Wireless Age. Address "Get Across," Wireless Age, 326 Broadway, New York City.

Solution to March Puzzle
(Winners will be announced in May Wireless Age)

www.americanradiohistory.com
February WINNERS

Alexander, E. Lewis, Rochester, N. Y.
Brancroft, D. A., Minneapolis, Minn.
Bardhouse, E. F., Pleasantville, N. J.
Bassett, Frank A., Detroit, Mich.
Beans, Clyde M., Cleveland, Ohio
Bergen, John V. N., Port Jefferson, N. Y.
Bert, Lewis, Rockaway, Ore.
Boyd, Carl R., Ashley, Pa.
Brockley, Eugene, Stoneham, Mass.
Brandner, George, Onion, Mich.
Breymann, John B., Jr., Toledo, Ohio
Brown, Paul V., Barnesville, Ohio
Burnham, Harry C. Edgewood, R. I.
Buttermore, C. L., Cleveland, Ohio
Campbell, Frank S., Richmond, Ind.
Capeling, John, Chatham, Ontario, Can.
Church, G. L., Joseph, Ore.
Cross, Blakely, Chicago, Ill.
Dana, P. A., New York City
Darbyshire, James E., Point Edward, Ont., Can.
Dedrick and Marty, Brodhead, Wis.
Douglas, C., Jacksonville, Fla.
Dusek, William, New York City
Elliott, B. D.,Persona, Wash.
Etchells, Harold T., Hawthorne, N. J.
Farrer, C. W., Bridgeport, Conn.
Fogelsoner, Hand, Buffalo, N. Y.
Foster, Lee, Springfield, Ill.
Gager, E. B., Jr., Derby, Conn.
George, Kermit, Quakertown, Pa.
Goodwin, Roger L., Melrose, Mass.
Green, Fred and Tom, Joseph, Ore.
Greenleaf, A. R., Wakefield, Mass.
Haggerty, Oscar G., Weehawken, N. J.
Hasteline, George C., Fort Stockton, Tex.
Hendrickson, Charles, Minneapolis, Minn.
Hendrickson, Fred E., Decorah, Iowa.
Hendrickson, H. B., Washington, D. C.
Hilsenbeck, J. B., Jenkins, Ky.
Holcombe, E. S., Harmon-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Hopkins, A. L., Indianapolis, Ind.
Howard, Edward L., New York City
Howard, Victor, Chicago, Ill.
Huelt, J. B., Holbrook, Ariz.
Jessel, Arthur F., Wauwatosa, Wis.
Jewell, J. D., Sandy Lake, Pa.
Johnson, J. H., Seattle, Wash.
Jones, W. T., Salt Lake City, Utah
Kellam, Fred, Indianapolis, Ind.
Kelly, J. V., Baltimore, Md.
Keyes, A. L., Milford, N. H.
Kipp, Aaron, Jr., Ellsworth, Kan.
Klipstein, G. P., East Orange, N. J.
Kloster, Theodore M., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kreidel, George A., Yonkers, N. Y.
Kull, C. B., Mattoon, Ill.
Lee, Clarence, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lorenz, Miss Margaret, Milwaukee, Wis.
Louderback, E. F., Puylup, Wash.
Marceau, R., Detroit, Mich.
McCreary, Raymond, Beloit, Wis.
Mears, G. E., Detroit, Mich.
Marker, Kermit, Los Angeles, Cal.
Morey, Earl L., Bridgeport, Conn.
Neilsen, Stephen F., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Noey, Miss Irene, Saginaw, Mich.
O'Keefe, John J., Baltimore, Md.
Osborn, George, Unionville, Conn.
Pinkind, Thomas C., Galena, Ill.
Planquette, Milton G., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Pray, Alfred R., Cleveland, Ohio
Rankin, H. W., Washington, N. C.
Riley, J. Richard, Oneonta, N. Y.
Ruhman, R. L., Youngstown, Ohio
Rued, B. H., Irving, Ky.
Schick, W. F., Kutztown, Pa.
Schlobohm, Otto A., Washington, D. C.
Schwerin, Benjamin, New York City
Servais, Mrs. Francis W., Falls Creek, Pa.
Shoop, Leon F., Ashley Falls, Mass.
Simpson, Evelyn T., New York City
Smith, Miss Jessie, Crete, Neb.
Smith, John W., New Britain, Conn.
Smith, Persey B., Richmond, Ind.
Snapp, E. J. Jr., Elkton, Va.
Stratten, E. E., Port Huron, Mich.
Tapparo, John A., New York City
Touroff, N., Marysville, Utah
Tragenza, James H., Wharton, N. J.
Truscott, R. H., Pompton Lakes, N. J.
Vantrant, Leo G. DeLancey, N. Y.
Viall, V. T., U.S.S. Denver, Balboa, C. Z.
Watts, Boyd, Detroit, Mich.
Welch, George A., Lyons, N. Y.
Welker, C. O., Milwaukee, Wis.
White, J. H., Dover, Del.
Wrightson, Mrs. George R., Baltimore, Md.

JUST BY WAY OF COMMENT

Much has been written about the fascination attached to the solving of crossword puzzles, and to the solvers this is the only interesting feature in a contest such as ours. The interest in examining and checking the replies coming—as they do—from every state in the Union, foreign possessions and other countries is a pleasure only afforded the editors.

Many of the answers to our February puzzle were very neatly filled in with ink by college professors and students; some were typewritten by stenographers; others were poorly pencilled—almost illegible solutions of the none-too-careful people—while quite a number were attractive drawings made by those with time and patience who took a personal pride in their work.

A more interesting feature, though, was the occasional letter accompanying the solution. Some of these letters were highly pleasing and contained subtle praise while others offered excuses for not being able to fill in a certain word.

Among the most neatly copied of the solutions received were those from: L. D. Lamp, Toronto, Ont.; I. F. Baker, Orange, N. J.; H. W. Hudelson, Vandalia, Mo.; E. Porter, Washington, D. C.; Marian C. Brown, Meriden, Conn.; and Ralph Hendrickson, Danville, Ind. We are sorry they are not among the winners.

A surprising number of ladies sent in solutions—many of them correct. In addition to the winners creditable answers also came from: Olga Entwistle, Wallston, Mass.; Mrs. H. F. Butler, Wiscasset, Me.; Mrs. R. Gepphart, Edinburg, Ind.; Mrs. Margaret French, Wesleyville, Pa.; Miss Marcia G. Tibbits, Boston, Mass. and Miss Martha Thomas, Lyndonville, N. Y.

A. P. Heflin, Saginaw, Mich., sent in an excellent solution but just missed by one word. Others who made an almost perfect score were: Charles P. Cooper, San Francisco, Cal.; Frank H. A. Zet, Schenectady, N. V.; A. B. Moyle, Anacostia, N. Y.; P. A. Burdines, Shreveport, La.; E. P. Tabbott, Fort Bayard, N. M.; William J. Newlin, Amherst, Mass., and Thomas F. Wright, East Orange, N. J.

In all, our February contest "went over big." From previous indications the March edition is going to start well and we are looking for a big return on the present puzzle, the easiest thus far.
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How to design a condenser that will separate uniformly the signals of all broadcasting stations and all radio frequencies

By S. R. Winters

The inability of condensers and other tuning devices in present-day radio-receiving equipment to separate conveniently the signals transmitted on low wave lengths—of the order of 230 to 325 meters—is a common observation. For instance, you may have very little separation on the dial between the "jazzy" music played by the Toadstool Orchestra at WSAI, Cincinnati, on 309 meters, and the discussion of the livestock market from WAAF, Chicago, on 280 meters, whereas two stations that many meters apart on the upper part of the dial would have a wide separation.

The Third National Radio Conference, in allocating additional wave bands for broadcasting purposes, included wave lengths as low as 200 meters for this popular service. This provision, as desirable as it is in other particulars, contributes to rather than alleviates the problem of the congestion at the low wave length or high frequency end of the tuning dial. The broadcasting stations are all separated 10 kilocycles apart in frequency, but the receiving sets we use have not been so designed as to give all stations equal advantage of this separation. With present equipment there remains this inherent difficulty in the reception of programs from broadcast stations operating on low wave lengths or high frequencies, namely, the crowding together of such stations in a small part of the lower end of the tuning dial. This obstacle is unfortunately peculiar to high frequencies with the use of present designs of radio receiving equipment, and should be eliminated. Therefore, Dr. J. H. Dellinger, Chief of the Radio Laboratory of the Bureau of Standards, has attacked the problem at its source. Like many other contributions to science, notable among these being his books, "Radio Instruments and Measurements," and "The Principles Underlying Radio Communication," he has analyzed this problem in the light of a fundamental proposition. In November, 1923, he worked out a special design of condenser which overcomes this difficulty, that is, a condenser that is capable of making uniform separations of all frequencies. Applications of the idea have been in progress since that time. This writer is indebted to Doctor Dellinger for the formulas and conclusions set forth in this article on how to make a wavemeter, condenser, or other device for the uniform spacing of frequencies and broadcasting stations all over the whole dial in the reception of radio signals.

As is generally known, the dials on wavemeters, receiving sets, and other radio apparatus bear numbers which have little significance or value to the DX fan in logging distant broadcasting stations. There is now a tendency to design radio instruments with each dial graduated directly in kilocycles or meters—one the unit of frequency and the other the unit of wave length. The manufacture of dials bearing the designations of kilocycles is preferable to the present indirect way of denoting the wave lengths in meters since the stations are separated a uniform number of kilocycles apart, but a varying and meaningless number of meters. The kilocycle scale for dials, as well as the uniform separation of the frequency, is particularly feasible according to the formulas worked out by the Chief of the Radio Laboratory of the Bureau of Standards.

Fundamentally, every wavemeter, radio receiving unit, or transmitter contains a main tuning circuit, this being made up of inductance or capacity, one of which is variable or, in terms of applied instruments, is rotatable. For instance, in the case of a variable condenser there is a dial on which are marked degrees or other arbitrary numbers. Doctor Dellinger, for the sake of illustration, takes the example of the wavemeter in which the capacity is the variable element. However, the underlying principle of this instrument is equally applicable to variable inductances and to radio receiving and transmitting units which are so constructed as to be sufficiently constant to warrant the use of scales calibrated in terms of frequencies.

The radio amateur and broadcast listener are familiar with the common form of the semi-circular movable plates which constitute the condenser on his receiving set. Generally speaking, the capacity of this tuning instrument is nearly proportional to the change of setting of the movable plates. In the new type of tuning instrument, however, it is necessary that the frequency of resonance, and not the capacity, be proportional to the change of setting. The frequency \( f \) of resonance in an electric circuit consisting of capacity \( C \) and inductance \( L \) in series is

\[
f = \frac{159.2}{\sqrt{C \cdot L}}
\]

Where \( f \) is expressed in kilocycles, \( C \) is in microfarads, and \( L \) is in microhenries. Considering apparatus in which the capacity is variable and the inductance is constant, the following equation is expressive:

\[
f \cdot L = \frac{1}{\sqrt{C}}
\]

\[
C \cdot L = \frac{1}{\sqrt{f}}
\]

(Turn to page 65)
Broadcast Impressions

By Ed Randall

At WHN Big Bill Edwards—captain of Princeton football team, 1900—admonishes all youth to get in trim now for next season; also gives hints on reducing

At that time all newspaper art work had to be cut by hand directly on the printing stone. He broadcast recently from WJZ on the theatre, and stated that it was impossible to appoint any one person to decide the propriety of plays

Arthur Twining Hadley, former president of Yale, at a National Republican discussion broadcast by WJY, said 100 passengers on a car at 10 cents each yields as much to the railroad as 10 passengers at a dollar each. The difference being that more people ride

Alfred W. McCann, the Food Expert, broadcasting from WJY, says that the boarding-house prune joke is low and vulgar, for the mission of the stewed prune to the human system is noble and lofty

Ruth von Phul, cross-word puzzle expert, defines WOR as a department store in three letters vertical, and then laughs at you horizontally

(Below) Dan Beard, who illustrated "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," by Mark Twain, talks frequently from WEAF on the joys of outdoor camp life for boys

(Below) Augustus Thomas, the playwright, began work on the St. Louis Republican as staff artist in 1888. At that time all newspaper art work had to be cut by hand directly on the printing stone. He broadcast recently from WJZ on the theatre, and stated that it was impossible to appoint any one person to decide the propriety of plays
Direct-Coupled Regenerative

R. F. Receiver

(Continued from page 17)

is bound to be a certain degree of leakage, in actual practice. With the grid potential back to normal, plate current will flow again, but the driving circuit will function for an instant, until the condenser \( C_2 \) becomes charged to a great enough degree to block the tube again and the same cycle of events will again take place. Now, it might be possible that the insulation of the grid and its associated leads will be low enough to allow the electrons to leak off as fast as they accumulate and in this case the circuit will function without any interruption due to this blocking effect just cited.

If you use efficient apparatus you will find it necessary to connect a resistance between the grid and filament terminals of this tube to supply a leakage path for the electrons which accumulate. For efficiency's sake this resistance should have a value of the order of the input impedance of the tube used; otherwise, if it is much lower, it will shunt some of the radio-frequency energy around the tube with subsequent decrease in output volume of the receiver. By practical application and bearing in mind the value of the input impedance of the tube in question, I found a 5-megohm was a good value for this resistance.

The plate of this second radio-frequency amplifier tube is connected to the positive "B" battery terminal through the primary winding of the third radio-frequency transformer which is of the inductively coupled type. It is well to note here that the plate is connected to the end of the primary winding which is farthest away from the end of the secondary that is connected to the grid of the detector tube. This maintains maximum capacity coupling between the plate of \((T_2)\) and the grid of \((T_3)\) which of course is desirable. The secondary of this third radio-frequency transformer is tuned with a 17-plate, \(.00037\) mfd. variable condenser. The stator plates of this condenser are connected to the grid of the detector tube through the standard 2-megohm grid leak and \(.00025\) mfd. grid condenser. The grid return (rotor plates of the tuning condenser) is connected to the positive filament terminal.

It is important to note at this time that all the amplifier tubes have their negative filament terminals connected directly to the negative filament supply lead. The positive filament supply has the 6-ohm rheostat \((R_s)\) in series with it. This rheostat is used to control the filament temperature of all the amplifier tubes. The positive terminal of the detector tube is connected directly to the positive filament lead whereas the negative terminal of this tube is connected to the negative filament lead through a 30-ohm rheostat. The filament switch is in the positive filament lead.

A .002 mfd. radio-frequency by-pass condenser is connected from the plate terminal of the detector tube to the negative filament terminal, thus by-passing any radio-frequency energy in the plate circuit of the detector tube around the primary winding of the first audio-frequency transformer and the plate battery.

The question probably arises in your mind at this point as to the reason for the value of the capacity of \( C_6 \) being so much smaller than \( C_4 \). You probably reason to yourself that inasmuch as they are both radio-frequency by-pass condensers they ought to be of the same value in circuits which are functioning on the same input signal. The value of the capacity of a radio-frequency by-pass condenser is a function of the frequency which it is desired to by-pass. The longer the wavelength—or the lower the frequency—you wish to by-pass the larger the value of the by-pass condenser required.

To operate the set, after it has been connected up properly, close the filament switch. The first four tubes will light, if the phones or loud speaker are not plugged in a jack. Now, if you plug the phones in the first jack, \( J_1 \), the fourth tube will go out and only the first three tubes will be lit which is all that is needed when you are listening in on the detector.

The circuit tunes in a similar manner to the ordinary five tube radio-frequency receiver which has two steps of tuned radio-frequency amplification. The dial by-pass condensers \( C_1 \), \( C_2 \) and \( C_4 \) will all be set at approximately the same position for a given station. The exception being that the condenser \( C_a \) affects the setting of \( C_3 \). \( C_a \) can be set at such a point that \( C_1 \) will have the same setting as the other two tuning condensers. If \( C_a \) should then be set at such a position that its effective capacity was increased, it would be necessary to lower the capacity of \( C_1 \) by moving the dial toward the minimum setting. When you have a station tuned in you will find that there will be an optimum setting on the condensers \( C_a \) and \( C_1 \) where the signals will have the greatest volume.

The 200-ohm potentiometer is used to maintain stability. You might not find this unit necessary at all under some conditions and then again you might find it a very important factor in the stability of your receiver. For instance, I installed a set in my home, in an apartment on the upper west side of New York City. The set was extremely stable and I never had to use the potentiometer, but kept the contact always on the negative side. Some time later I took it up to Chestwood which is a few miles out of the city and installed it in the home of a friend. Due to the change in antenna and ground constants I found that the potentiometer was a mighty important factor and was a necessity for maintaining stability.

The details of the method of winding the particular coils used in the radio-frequency circuits of this receiver are the only points that haven't been covered in this article and I plan to take this up in detail in the next issue of Wireless Age.

Radio in Europe

(Continued from page 19)

it has had a taste of broadcasting many years ago—has given very little real concern to radio. An occasional program is put forth by a 250-watt station. However, a 24-kilowatt station is being made ready for operation by the Post Office Department, and in view of the Hungarian spirit of gayety and music, there will, no doubt, be as rapid an economic development as conditions there will permit.

In the Baltic states, there is no broadcasting at all at present, but there are stations now taken in Estonia and Latvia for radio, which will at least begin the radio era there.

For Switzerland, there is no organized broadcasting service, but a 500-watt Western Electric outfit will be installed shortly at Zurich and still another at Basle. There are air and army stations at Lausanne and Geneva.

For Holland, there are additional broadcasting stations operated by electrical firms and other commercial institutions, but there are no organized broadcasting programs. However, the Hague Peace Conference was broadcast last winter at Gravenhage, with striking success. The Dutch Government has indicated its readiness to give concessions for two or three stations for regular transmission, but interests wishing to enter Holland for broadcasting purposes are concerned only with the establishment of a single station at present, with the result that a stalemate is encountered which may or may not last for some time. The Dutch Government wishes to insure that more than one station will be erected.

In Sweden and Norway conditions are a little better. The Swedish Government proposes to own, operate and maintain the broadcasting stations, and will rent out such stations at standard prices including maintenance and upkeep. A broadcasting company is

(Turn to page 61)
Afloat and Ashore with the Operator

By W. S. Fitzpatrick

I'LL BET you don't know Lee Manley! As an answer I visualize thousands of radio professionals, and fans as well, rising up to take the bet, but right here I'll say that I pride myself on a rather keen sense of observation and, with a realization that I have followed Mr. Manley's activities—including the out-of-the-ordinary accomplishments—and his most remarkable rise during the past dozen years, I still stand pat.

His friends and admirers are of goodly number, but who among them really know him? True, they know his characteristic traits—always the gentleman, polite, jolly, real sense of humor, as square as any who traveled and as fair as a man or friend could be. Still he is deep, brainy, thoroughly original and a real organizer of big business.

I recall my first meeting with him. I was an inspector for the Marconi company and was in my way down West street, New York, when I noticed a tall youth with one of the then new large tuners posed on his shoulder. Recognizing the instrument as company's property I stopped and asked him where he was going.

Although his load was a weighty one, the day was hot and the hour was well close to his regular quitting time, he looked at me with his frank boyish expression, which to this day has never left him, and replied very courteously to my questions. I directed him to the ship he was looking for and passed on with a satisfaction that I had performed a service for the young fellow as well as my employers.

It is natural to suppose that such a trivial incident would immediately pass out of mind. But not so in this case; there was a most favorable impression formed that even the intervening years have failed to erase.

HOW vastly different was this first meeting compared with the one of yesterday afternoon! I was in the company of the editor of WIRELESS AGE when Mr. Manley's appearance brought to the editor a sudden inspiration.

Here was a man whose accomplishments in radio measured up with ninety per cent of those whose names appear in public print, but his modest disposition has warded off deserving publicity. The editor wanted him as the subject for an article! Would he oblige by giving some of his history? Not necessary; there was one who knew him and was well informed about him—referring to the present writer.

"Manley, there are a few who really know you," commented an observing member of the Radio Corporation of America.

This remark made me think. Mr. Manley is somewhat different from the average man, but just how?

Is it because he controls hundreds of men under his direction with admirable efficiency, still is a loyal friend—or say, pal—to each one of them? Or, is it because he can judge character, and even ability, while passing jokes—in contrast to the stern self-styled character reading business man? Perhaps it is because he might impress you as being a care-free, fun-loving, over-grown boy while you are in his presence and you suddenly realize that he is a man with great responsibilities, one who is always planning, forever observing and one who has attained remarkable success.

During the time he was superintendent of the Maintenance, Repair and Inspection Division of the Radio Corporation it was a common sight to see Mr. Manley in the repair shop at a workman's bench, a drill press or stamping machine well into the night turning out a rush job or perfecting some appliance his inventive genius had suggested. He prides himself on his mechanical ability and it is well known that many of the improvements on marine radio equipment were designed and executed by him.

Today he is the managing head of the national service division of the R. C. A. and from his offices in the Woolworth Building, New York, directs the various branches throughout the country.

Mr. Manley organized this division, which has grown to huge proportions and has become known—very favorably—to owners of sets and radio dealers even in remote country communities.

To appreciate Mr. Manley's organization with its various devices, systems and methods a visit to one of the service stations is necessary.

I CANNOT refrain from mentioning that Mr. Manley was once a radio operator and that he had a thrilling experience. This was in a lifesaving boat designed along new lines which the inventor claimed would prevent it from capsizing.

To prove the boat's seaworthiness a trip across the Atlantic was planned. Here was shown Manley's grit, although with all his willingness he never made the voyage—nor did the boat.

During the tests all went well until the boat got out in the open sea. On each successive trip Manley's attacks of mal de mer would grow worse until on one occasion in desperation he leaped to the rigging, assisting in the tests, and right then and there finished his career as a sea-going radio operator.

Following this he was assigned to the high power station at New Brunswick, from where he was transferred to the big transmitting radio plant at Honolulu, of which he was eventually made acting chief engineer. Later he became chief engineer of the New Brunswick station.

The first branch office of a radio company to be located at Philadelphia was opened by Mr. Manley, who was made district manager. This was at the height of the boom in ship building, for which that section was noted.

He also won distinction while at Philadelphia through his cooperation with naval and government authorities, who frequently consulted him and obtained much aid.

Following Mr. Manley's transfer to New York his successive promotions were rapid—and may they so continue, for here is one real thorough radio man.

Now, do you "know" Mr. Lee L. Manley?
How is Radio Serving Ford

This vast industrial project keeps functioning smoothly through the use of radio

By Howard S. Pyle

Just ten miles west of Detroit a wide paved boulevard curves smoothly toward the main street of Dearborn, Michigan, and it folds to our eye the white length and stately front of the new Ford Engineering Laboratory. Here center the personal interests of Henry Ford, his experimental research work, and the offices of the Dearborn Independent, Mr. Ford's weekly magazine. The building bears upon its columned facade the names of the great scientists of the past and present and a carved tablet with one of Mr. Ford's characteristic sayings about the "Three Principal Arts"—Agriculture, Transportation and Manufacture.

Nearby is a gleaming little triangular lake, from each of the three corners of which rises to a height of one hundred sixty-five feet, the steel towers of WAV, the central station of an intricate communication network that has become an invaluable part of the communication facilities of the Ford Motor Company.

A courteous guide conducted us past an attractive little white cottage which is the dining club of the executives, down a broad walk to a solid square building of cut stone, nestling at the base of one of the huge towers. Cordially received here by the official in charge, we are taken on a systematic tour of the station.

To the average broadcast listener, much of the interior of WAV would be but a revelation in immaculate machinery, but to the enthusiastic amateur, the commercial operator or the engineer, this remarkable station presents a most interesting picture.

The outer door opens directly into the operating room with its modern selective receiving apparatus for the radio circuits, and its direct land wire to the main manufacturing plant at River Rouge. The printer-telegraph system in use between the Rouge plant and the station enables the Dearborn operator to transcribe the radio signals directly on a typewriter keyboard, which is electrically connected to auto-
RADIO SERVING FORD

matically transmit the signals by land line to the Rouge plant, thus eliminating the relay time necessary were the more conventional key and sounder used for retransmission.

Directly behind the operating tables a partition of glass and glazed tile separates the operators from the transmitting equipment, and yet keeps the entire transmitter room in plain view of the operator. Thus he can observe the various meter readings as well as the physical functioning of the instruments under his control.

The duplicate transmitters are of the continuous wave type, employing vacuum tubes as oscillation generators, each transmitter delivering one thousand watts of energy to the antenna, and were designed and constructed entirely in the Ford shops.

The plate supply current is ordinarily obtained from the two hundred thirty volt alternating current supply of the plant power house, suitably transformed and rectified. The resulting continuous wave note is very pure and pleasing to read. Motor generator equipment for emergency plate potential supply is also provided and the machines installed in the Transmitter room. The current is fed to the antenna through a system of heavy copper piping and massive lightning switches mounted on the ceiling of the transmitter room. Similarly are the counterpoise and ground feeders handled.

Experimental work is being conducted on the antenna system in various combinations of ground and counterpoise. For ordinary communication purposes, two five-wire antennae are swung between two of the four-hundred-fifty foot spans between tow-

(Turn to page 67)
Indian Wireless

(By Wireless Age Special Correspondent)

In a recent interview Commander R. L. Nicholson, D.S.O., the Director of Wireless of the Indian Posts and Telegraphs Department, expressed hopes of a cheap and direct new service from the Dominions of Canada, New Zealand, Australia and South Africa with India. So far as the development of wireless for inland telegraphic purposes was concerned the Government of India are now examining the possibility of using radio as an adjunct to land lines, whenever fresh telegraph lines seem to be called for. The 25 K. W. Stations at Madras and Rangoon are carrying a reasonable proportion of the telegraph traffic between India and Burma using the Baudot system for the purpose. No great necessity is likely to arise in the immediate future for installing radio for further inland communications in India. The erection of a large beam station has been left to private enterprise and a company has been formed in Bombay with the object of obtaining the right to erect a powerful transmission and receiving station capable of communicating with other parts of the world. The company may probably include two or more beam stations when the occasion arises. If the scheme for an airship communication with India materializes, the Government would erect a wireless station, possibly at Bombay, so as to enable the airships to keep in touch with India as soon as they leave Egypt.

Regarding interior communications on the beam system, the British General Post Office has undertaken to erect under contract with Marconi's the necessary reciprocating station in the United Kingdom as each Dominion installed one. The requirements of the Government of India as regards the Indian Imperial Station were that the system should be capable of duplex communication simultaneously and be able to transmit a hundred words a minute for twenty hours a day at a charge not exceeding three-tours of the prevailing cable rate. The beam system, though unfortunately impracticable during many hours of sunlight, has the advantage of sending messages to a great distance with a small amount of energy and cost. As showing the economy in energy, 25 kilowatts which were necessary for radiating a long non-directional wave from Madras to Hangoon, would be sufficient to transmit a short wavelength used with the beam system from the United Kingdom to India. The beam cost about one-eightieth of the ordinary long wave non-directional station for the same range. The fact that a short wavelength was destroyed by dim light was compensated for by the very much more rapid transmission that was possible when the beam station could be worked and it was practicable to send messages on the beam system at the rate of 300 to 400 words a minute. Hence by a suitable allotment of types of traffic, the beam system could efficiently supplement the cable. Practically all deferred messages and a great deal of press traffic as well as the increasing popular daily letter telegram, could thus be transmitted at considerably cheaper rates than those at present extant with the cable. The news messages could probably be transmitted at a quarter of their present rate and it will be possible in the near future for newspapers in India to receive an adequate daily summary of news from all the Dominions, instead of having to rely on the London clearing house for cable messages. The big newspapers of India would then be in an advantageous position as their London contemporaries for getting the news of the world.

Lastly, as regards the future of broadcasting in India, Commander Nicholson thought that it might have a considerable vogue in the big centers of population and among planters and others in outlying districts, but there are some difficulties to contend with in India, not the least being a serious scarcity of first class entertainment talent. According to him more might be done by newspapers and agencies to broadcast news than is the case in the United Kingdom, which would be to the advantage of the press and would probably be more effective in inducing people to read papers than say, the average poster.

"Wireless World" Changes Hands

THIS year The Wireless World, of the blue and green cover, that was familiar to those veteran radio-fans of ten years ago, and more, will pass away; and a new "Wireless World" will rise in its place. England's oldest radio journal, which has been published until now by the Wireless Press, has been taken over by Messrs. Iliffe and Sons; and at the same time, it is announced that the magazine will be entirely modernized in shape and outward appearance, its scope will be widened, and contents enlarged; but at the same time it proposes to retain the character which has built it a place in the wireless world, since the infancy of radio.

WJZ Re-Broadcast From London

THE Radio Corporation of America recently successfully re-broadcast a program of dance music sent out by Station WJZ, London, from the Savoy Hotel. Enthusiastic listeners-in declared the result was as clear as programs ordinarily received from Pittsburgh.

The hookup for this demonstration—said to be the first of its kind ever accomplished—consisted of a wire communication from 2LO to 5XX at Chelmsford, England, where the entertainment was put on the air at 1,600 meters and 20,000 watts. The station at Belfast picked the music from the ether and re-broadcast it on 120-meter wavelength.
to the experimental station of the Radio Corporation in Van Cortlandt Park, whence a land wire brought it to WJZ for its final retailing to the radio public of America. It was estimated one-fifteenth of a second elapsed between the striking of a note in the Savoy Hotel and its sounding in the ultimate earphone on this side of the Atlantic.

International Radio Conference

OVER fifty nations, all interested in radio communication have received from the State Department of the United States an invitation to attend the International Radio Conference which is to be held in Washington, D.C., next September.

Many important new laws and regulations are sure to emanate from this Conference, which will take in broadcasting, short and long waves, power for transmitters, amateur communication, and other points that have developed since 1912 with the onward progress of radio communication.

Brazil’s Super-Station

EVERY leading radio nation in the world will have a part in the construction of the radio station which will soon be erected in Brazil, not far from Rio de Janeiro.

That is, the station will be put up in collaboration by an Internationale of Associated Companies. The towers will be erected by Telefunken, the aerial by the Radio Corporation of America, the transmitting apparatus will be furnished by the British Marconi Company, and the generators by the French Compagnie Générale de Téléphonie sans Fil.

The new station will be built on much the same type as the French super-power station at Ste-Assise.

Vienna Concert House Programs

IN RESPONSE to the demand of the hundred thousand and more owners of receiving sets in Vienna for better radio programs, the broadcasting company has completed arrangements for the transmission of the musical programs of the famous Vienna Concert House.

The stage of the hall has been surrounded with the latest and most sensitive types of microphones; and a special cable will lead to the broadcasting station which is about half a mile distant.

Peru Has Station

BROADCASTING in Peru has been started with the opening of station OAB at Lima. The new station is a duplicate of that installed in London at 2LO, and operates on a transmitting wave of 360 meters.

English Marconi Issues New Stock

MARCONI'S Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., has offered to their shareholders 500,000 new Ordinary Shares at £1 each at the price of £3-7-6 per share. The terms and conditions of issue are contained in a circular letter dated Feb. 27, 1925 addressed to shareholders.

Wire-Link Radio Broadcast System

COMPLETION of a direct-wire link between station WBZ, Springfield, Massachusetts, and the stations of the twin-station WJZ and WJY, New York City, is announced by the Radio Corporation of America. WBZ will hereafter participate in the simultaneous broadcasting of feature events with one or more of the four stations already linked together by the twin-stations.

WGY, Schenectady, and WRC, Washington, have both been connected to WJZ and WJY for several months. With the New York studios as the heart of the system, special programs of the WGY studio have been relayed to WJZ, WJY, and WRC, and special programs in Washington have been relayed to WJZ, WJY, and WRC. The system has been used most often, however, in relaying New York programs to the Washington and Schenectady stations.

The addition of WBZ to the chain will enable that station to broadcast programs originating in New York, Washington, or Schenectady, and will also enable either or all of the four stations to transmit programs originating in either Springfield or Boston. Thus each of the five stations has a "remote-control studio" in five different cities. The WJZ-WJY-WGY-WRC-WBZ system now covers the entire eastern half of the United States with easy “local reception.”

Aerodrome Wireless

WIRELESS communication is an important factor in the organization of the airways and it is being increasingly used in the air services which are being developed all over the continent of Europe. In connection with the programme of development in Roumania, the Roumanian War Ministry has ordered two aerodrome wireless stations and twelve complete aircraft sets from Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.

PWX provides Sunday concerts for workers and children in Cuban sugar fields

Radio station at Nome which was instrumental in allaying the late diphtheria epidemic in that section
Ail

(Continued from page 11)

degree of perfection and its vocabulary greatly enlarged through strictly scientific work lasting over ten years and carried on by competent scholars and advised by many serious students of the Auxiliary International Language problem. In 1914 a period of stability of ten years was decreed during which no further changes were to be made and not even to be discussed in the official organ, and soon afterwards enlarged dictionaries were published in French and German. Very recently also enlarged dictionaries in English have appeared.

Ail can, and should be further improved by removing all objectionable traces of its faulty bases, Esperanto and the project of Ilo. No interruption should take place in this work of perfecting the language moved on. The writer has never approved of the long period of stability. Errors to which a large number of people have become accustomed can never be eradicated, as proved by the example of Volapük and Esperanto. In the preface to a new text book of Ilo the writer has this to say about the improvements yet to be made and about the harm produced by a long period of stability:

"It is almost inevitable that certain features which cannot bear logical analysis may find entrance into a complicated structure requiring architects of all nationalities. This could come about, for instance, by a few architects of one nationality gaining undue preponderance over all the others, with the consequent introductions of national peculiarities in the international language. Such errors, whatever their nature or cause, must be promptly set aside as soon as recognized. They invite criticism, and thus bring on dangers that cannot be evaded on the plea of a dogma of inviolability—dogmato di ne tusheblezo—or of a period of stability—periodo di stabilezo—both of which amount to the same thing.

"An unduly long period of stability is prejudicial to Ilo also for another reason. It stops progress and this involves retrogression, degeneration of previous achievements. Indeed the character of Ilo, which had been steadily improving up to 1914, began to show signs of degeneration a few years later; and it cannot be denied that this was largely due to the ill-advised institution in that year, of a long period of stability.

"The writer has always been in favor of immediately eliminating from the language whatever can be proved to be logically untenable (Rapporto XIII, etc.) and of carrying on without interruption the work of perfecting the language to the highest degree possible. In various publications he has called attention to some necessary or useful improvements; has pointed out established usages, some officially sanctioned, others non-official, that are incompatible with sound reasoning, and has proposed adequate modifications of those imperfections. The most able students of Ilo have approved his views and proposals. He feels, therefore, justified in offering to all those interested in the Auxiliary International Language problem and grammar of Ilo which teaches the language completely and in the sense outlined."

For the reassurance of those students of Ilo who may fear that further improvements may compel them to learn the language anew, it can be stated that the shape of Ilo is already finally established (see "Logical Shape of the AIL" and "Periodo di Stabilezo of the AIL") and that the improvements yet needed will not change that shape to any appreciable degree.

Ilo has already been put to extensive practical use in four international congresses, and in numerous publications, books and regularly appearing periodicals. Everywhere it has proved to be an efficient language, far superior to all previous systems, and to fulfill better than any of them the foremost requirement of the Auxiliary International Language—namely ease of acquisition. Seventy-five per cent. of its vocabulary is known to English speaking people and the whole elementary grammar is practically contained in this one short rule: The main parts of speech are recognizable at a glance through characteristic endings. These are as follows:

"Every word of two or more syllables ends in a mon in the singular; in a plural; in an adjective; in an adverb; and in ar, is, os, es a verb respectively in the infinitive, present, past, future, and imperative. The pronunciation of the vowels is the continental one, a, e, i, o, u—sounded like in palm, pet, pink, porch, pull. The consonant c is pronounced like j in wit. This is all the grammar needed for translating into English quite complicated Ilo sentences. A few are cited here for illustration, and the English translation is given under the Ilo text and in the same order of the words so that a dictionary is not needed.

Bela buoni fioras en la gardeno, ed beautiful flowers bloom in the garden and alta arbori, kun grina folii en la somero, high trees, with green leaves in the summer, donas ombro a la domo e plezuoro a give shade to the house and pleasure to pueri ed adulti. Elektra la ondi propa- children and adults. Electric waves propa-
Entertainment for Entertainers

Hope Hampton, movie star, indulges her radio fancy with a miniature crystal receiver and seems to enjoy it.

Pauline Chambers, noted dancer, studies the terpsichorean art on the California beaches to the accompaniment of broadcast music.

Two of the famous Singer Midgets troupe, Anna Negder (left), and Victoria Negder, sisters, listening-in. They are radio enthusiasts and a Radiola is part of their luggage on all tours.
The First Radio Inauguration

President Coolidge's inauguration becomes historic

By Otto Wilson

Do you, Calvin Coolidge, solemnly swear that you will faithfully execute the office of President of the United States, and that you will, to the best of your ability, preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States, so help you God?

With these words, delivered in a strong vigorous voice, Chief Justice Taft instituted on March 4 last the first radio inauguration in the history of the country. President Coolidge's response, "I do," was spoken in so low a voice as to be scarcely audible. But a moment later his clear tones rang out in the opening phrases of his address, so firm and resonant that all of his millions of listeners might hear, without strain, each deliberate syllable.

From a radio point of view the occasion was indeed historic. No one can dream what a tremendous part radio is to play in the nation's future life. But for hundreds of years the elected executive of the American people, beyond doubt, will speak his first message as President directly into the listening ears of a radio audience comprising a large proportion of the nation he is to lead. Centuries hence historians will hark back to the inauguration of 1925 as the first in a long series of such events to be broadcast to almost every country who cares to hear it.

Before another President takes the oath of office, the people he is to serve may be able to count on seeing as well as hearing the ceremonies, so swiftly does invention move in these wonder-working days. Could they have tuned in visually as well as audibly on last March 4 they would have witnessed a spectacle more impressive in its setting than any other, perhaps, which this country has to show. For a background there was the broad and stately Capitol, with its magnificent dome dominating the whole scene and communicating to it, somehow, a protecting sense of serenity and stability. Great flags hung between the portico columns and fluttered from a dozen staffs. Large green laurel wreaths helped to vary the color scheme, while just below the President's station the official arms of the United States showed up light yellow against the white background of the stand. Extending a hundred feet out into the broad plaza a low platform held thousands of favored guests, with a special section reserved for the President's friends from Massachusetts, and in all directions beyond them stretched the vast crowds of tens of thousands of Washington citizens and visitors gathered together from every part of the country.

"Coolidge luck," which threatens to become proverbial in American history, this time took a meteorological turn, and the weather was quite comfortable in weather coolly pleasant—almost a miracle for inauguration day in Washington. While Frederick William Wile, head of the inaugural press committee held the crowd at the Capitol with an interesting talk, the two radio announcers Graham McNamee for
the Bell system and Norman Broken-shire for the Radio Corporation of America, painted colorful pictures of the scene for their audiences of scattered millions. The time set for the beginning of the ceremony had been set at twelve o'clock noon. But inaugurals are always late, and it was almost one o'clock before the watchful announcers told their hearers that the members of the House and Senate were appearing in the great doorway in the main entrance of the Capitol. As they slowly spread out over the space allotted to them other notables took their places on the stand. Mrs. Coolidge appeared, attractively gowned in gray, and Col. John Coolidge, father of the President, found a place at the front of the stand to witness what very few men in our history have ever been permitted to see—the induction of a son into the highest office the American people have to offer. Presently the nine dignified justices of the Supreme Court came slowly down the steps, dressed in their flowing robes of black silk and wearing black skull caps. Then while the band played “Hail to the Chief” and a patter of clapping hands arose from the great crowd, Mr. Coolidge, in silk hat and black overcoat, descended the steps and took his place behind the front railing of the attractive stand erected for the occasion.

As simple and severely plain as the New England life from which he sprung was the ceremony of his inauguration. With upraised right hands the Chief Justice and the President faced each other, while an attendant held an open Bible between them. Never before had a President been sworn in by a Chief Justice who had himself taken the oath he was administering. With his left hand resting on the pages of the Bible Mr. Coolidge heard the words prescribed by the Constitution, and gave his promise to perform the duties they enjoin. Then turning to the waiting crowd he read his prepared address. Clearly and forcefully, in short sentences and balanced paragraphs, he outlined his ideas of the present state of the nation’s affairs and the principles by which he expected to guide its destinies during the coming four years. Only once did he hesitate or repeat himself. Now and again a ripple of applause swept over the listening crowd, but for the most part it was quietly respectful and undemonstrative, as if the spirit of the President himself, serious and self-contained, had communicated itself to his audience. In less than an hour he had finished speaking. The band played “The Star-Spangled Banner.” The President and Mrs. Coolidge left the stand and entered their waiting automobile, and the simple program was over.

(Turn to page 64)
Mr. Shawn Moriarty and Mr. Claus Baumwetter lived side by side in brand new houses separated by a scraggly hedge and the width of a driveway running back to Mr. Moriarty's sheet tin garage. Mr. Moriarty was a Cement Block contractor in a small way and Mr. Baumwetter, during his hours of toil, presided over a delicatessen. Chance and a persuasive realtor with a new and shiny development on his hands and a disposition to dispose of hastily built six-room-and-tile-bath houses for seven hundred and fifty dollars down and the rest like rent, had made them next door neighbors in the suburb of Shady Villas. The two houses were very much alike except for a slight difference in the roof lines, though one had been sold to Mr. Moriarty as a "Donegal Cottage" while the other had gone to Mr. Baumwetter as "Dutch Colonial." Having a good deal of buying inertia to overcome, the agents in charge of the sale had fortified themselves shrewdly with inducements to be dwelt on as "talking points," chief of which was an already installed and complete radio set in each house.

Mr. Moriarty came home one evening with the knowledge of a day well spent in industry and profit and with a luxurious anticipation of a warm and restful fireside—if the chimney did not smoke—and some blissful hours of music from the air. Mr. Baumwetter, on the same evening, came home in much the same state of mind. Both ate with heartiness, discarding coat and shoes for shirt sleeves and carpet slippers, and after appetites had been stilled for the time being, each sat him down to manipulate the magic dials, Mr. Moriarty seeking the distraction of listening to Callahan and O’Shea in a selection of Ballads of the Ould Sod, while Mr. Baumwetter tried to tune in on the Hofbrau Haus Band Concert. Neither was especially expert and the inwards of the sets were profound mysteries to them, made more so by the exceedingly sketchy and more or less extemporaneous directions, which had been furnished them by the sellers of the property.

Mr. Moriarty grunted and fumbled gingerly with his dials, referring every now and then to a slip of paper on which he had laboriously figured out the procedure. The result was distressing. The yawning horn that stared in the face emitted a series of raucous and dreadful yowls and screams.

"Phwat the divil," said Mr. Moriarty, heatedly, "has coon over th' dom' thing? 'Tis loike the wailin' of O'Mara's pet Banshee on the night of th' Big Wind."

Mrs. Eileen Moriarty was a high school graduate and a woman of intellect. Having a radio set she had set out to inform herself concerning it, using as a medium her favorite radio magazine. Wherefore she was primed with technicalities and much confusion of mind.

"'Tis what they call 'interference' I have no doubt," she informed Mr. Moriarty. "Some wan o' the neighbors is mussing the air all up on you. I don't know how 'tis done, but it is as the paper says."

Mr. Moriarty tried again, perspiration be-dewing his ample face. The result was even more of a torture.

"Bedad!" said he with profound rage, "'tis thot domned Dutchman over the d-r-rive! Ye can tell be the squeal of it that there is pig's feet and sauerkraut in the hor-rn. And me set
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the night to listen to Callahan singin’ ‘Swate Molly O’Dea’ loke the thrush that he is. ‘The Divil fly away wid the Dootch, say I, from the Kaiser down to Baumwetter and beyant! I will go and put the fear o’ St. Kevin in the heart of him!’

And heedless of Eileen’s feeble protests, he rose in all his wrath and stalked out of doors into the moonlight, muttering furiously to himself:

“Interference, is ut! Is the lookes of that krait tub to spill pickled delicatessen be the quart into ivery r-radio horn on th’ block? Be th’ Bull of Ballyvaghan, I’ll give him somethin’ to howl for!”

AT ALMOST the same instant Mr. Baumwetter, in an equal state of anger, emerged from his front door and strode across the meagre patch of sand that would some day be lawn, toward the domicile of Moriarty. They met at the party line of the two estates, halting with the two-foot high hedge between them. Their fists came up together and were shaken under opposing noses.

“Bedad and be damned to ye!” said Mr. Moriarty, violently, calling upon a hazy knowledge of technicalities, "Ye hov got a hook-up made out of a frankfurter and ye’ve wound the tail of it into the very—oh—cooper so that the howlin’ is disturbin’ the peace of thousands. If ye do not uncoop that Dashhound cirkut ye hov there, I’ll be doin’ it for ye wid an axe. Ye murderin’ Dootch sleep killer!"

Mr. Baumwetter replied with equal fervor.

“Irish bummer vat you vass!” said he, shrilly. “Du lieber strasse! Der laws shoul effiy ret headay Mick vat buts der air into mit shrieks und yowls und monkey shines! Py Golly! I bet you dot you are full off dot Irish bootleg stuff so dot you t’ink you are cranking der flisser mit der radio. Sooch a massacre! Himmel Gott!”

“Shut up, ye Dootch thief o’ the world. ‘Tis ye’re Auntie Nye thot is affther wakin’ the Siven Shapers o’ Kilmain! Bedad, ‘tis nawthin’ but barbed wire and every prong of it has been puttin’ torture to me this half hour past!”

“Liars vat you are!” retorted Mr. Baumwetter, furiously. “Not’thing you know about it, Irish! Carrying der hodd is not der training for a radio mechanic. Such an ignorance vat you haff!”

“But ‘tis an educated fist I will be affther introducin’ to ye,” said Mr. Moriarty, as he made a vicious pass at Mr. Baumwetter. “Stoody thot, ye bum!” He landed heavily on Mr. Baumwetter’s nose.

“Und interfere mit dot!” yelled Mr. Baumwetter, as he swung solidly upon Mr. Moriarty’s ribs. In another instant they had locked affectionately together and were as one stepping back and forth over the hedge, which, feeble at best, was soon reduced to absolute desuetude. On the small veranda of each residence, their wives appeared, adding shrill protests to the noise of battle. Simultaneously each lady had a brilliant thought and fled indoors to the telephone, to ring frantically for the police. The result was additional and hopeless interference, this time on the telephone wire, as they were on the same party line. Another battle, verbal this time, quickly developed through and by the transmitters as each tried to get the ear of Central. As each was shouting “Police!” at the top of her lungs, Central finally got excited herself and rang the required number so violently as to lead the chief of police to believe the bank was being robbed. He had his money in it. He rang a riot call and led all his reserves out to the police station.

In the meantime the main battle was a drawn affair. If Moriarty was fiery and active, Baumwetter was heavy and solid. Each was doing damage and each was receiving it. A number of neighbors erupted from other villas and encouraged them impartially, with such

shriull vociferousness that officer No. 46, otherwise policeman Hans Jensen, was at last aroused from contemplation of the beauties of the night and bethirsted himself to reach the scene of hostilities. He came ma-
A Y tank I ask you hummers vat you mean?" he said sternly, laying ponderous hands on the batters. They turned on him simultaneously and biffed him. He was a placid and mountainous Swede and efficient in his own way. He cuffed both heads together with impartial unconcern and, when the riot squad arrived in the fuller with the patrol wagon following hard in its wake, he strode forth dragging both forms and flung them into the latter.

"Ay tank it iss all raight, cap'n," he said to the anxious chief. "Yust a Mick and a Fritz haffin' soon fun. Ay settie 'em!"

"Run 'em down to 'squire Fiehleman's court and haul 'em up!" barked the chief. "Which one of 'em started it?"

"Ay baint 'sure," said Jensen. "Ay tank bot 'iss on de hop!"

"Well, they'll do their future hoppin' in the hoosegow!" said the police chief, nettled at having misunderstood the importance of the affair. "Bring 'em along to the Bastille!"

With Jensen interposing his ample form between them, the two foes rode stationward and in due time were haled before a uniformed lieutenant who expressed curiosity concerning their antecedents and family histories. While he was taking the pedigrees, Justice of the Peace Fiehleman entered hurriedly and took his seat on the throne of justice. Hours meant little to the justice as long as there was a prospect of a fee to be earned and this promised to net him a couple of fairly fat ones. He glanced with judicial majesty at either culprit. They could not meet the frowning countenance of the Law in instead, bent lowering looks upon each other.

"I will hear and dispose of the case at once," said the 'squire, portentously.

"Then ye will be a father hangin' this murderin' rascal within more ado, yere honor," said Mr. Moriarity, ingratiatingly, "for disturbin' the peace, assumin' orderly citizens an' deepenin' ivy ear within miles wid the squawlin' of his r-radio. Sure, he is dangerous to be at lar-ge, he is so!"

"'Fy Golly, der truth it iss not in him, 'squire!" exclaimed Mr. Baumwetter, excitedly. "This hummer iss der cause vat makes it all. For vy he slugs me in ter nose? Maybe he tells you if you ask him!"

"Silence!" roared the Justice. "Officer, let us have the facts."

OFFICER JENSEN scratched his round poll. He was strictly impartial, there being no Swedes involved other than himself.

"Ay tank dey bot' raise Hall!" he suggested after due thought. "Dey fainted yust der same asse cat und dog! Ay tank so!"

The Justice considered the case solemnly. He finally frowned upon both once more, so that they well might have quaked in their boots had they been observing.

"Under the Statute as made and provided," he said at last, impressively as though he wore the fatal Black Cap, "I have no alternative but to find you both guilty. Thirty dollars or thirty days! Pay the lieutenant at the desk as you go out."

"Pwhat!" yelled Mr. Moriarity. "Thirt-ry scads fer thoompin' thot bia'guard when I ought to git a medal for the same? I'll niver pay ut!"

"Ough! Himmel und blasters!" echoed Mr. Baumwetter. "Thirty dollars fer an Irisher! Der iss no Justice!"

"There's a Justice of the Peace though!" commented the austere 'squire. "Lock 'em up, lieutenant, and let 'em think it over!" He rose with dignity and went hence to sleep soundly in the consciousness of rectitude and duty well done. The lieutenant hailed the protesting belligerants to the barred door opening upon the court from the local House of Incarceration. He considered the scene proudly. There was one large room in the jail, having a window opening on to the street in front. Half way to the rear it was divided by a steel barred partition containing two doors. At right angles to this another partition without doors, running back to the rear wall, formed two cells, in each of which, at the rear, was a barred window. There were two cots in each cell and on one of them in the cell to the right, lay a snoring and restful figure.

"I will not put you in with the bum, there," said the lieutenant, benevolently, "seeing he probably needs some disfavorin' before being fit to receive company. So the two of you together and if there is any more battling, I will come among you with two hands and a hard club to educate you into the Order of Civility."

With that he opened the left hand cell and thrust them in. They instinctively sidled away from each other and sat on their respective cots, eying the other with the fercious and suspicious regard of a wild cat for a wolf. Their teeth gnashed but the lieutenant's warning was effective, especially as he himself sat down at a table in the room outside and hoisted his feet comfortably aloft.

A light burned in a dusty bulb over his head, throwing the place into shadow outside of a circle in the midst of which he lounged. Back against the walls on one side loomed the dim outline of a stack of files and on it was something that must eventually catch the eye of an only fledged radio fan—or, for that matter, that of one fledged long enough to mount several times. Its outlines were dim and vague yet it appeared to be a fine and handsome set, one guaranteed to get DX on the Loud Speaker. As though in spite of themselves, the faces of the two prison-

(Turn to page 48)
ON February 3, 1925, there passed away one of the most original and profound mathematical geniuses that the world has ever seen. A man whose vision and clear thinking has paved the way for a host of physicists who, today, are exploring the continually widening field of radio and wire telegraphy and telephony. His genius has been spent on the solution of the most difficult problems in the propagation of electric impulses; in the theory of radiation; and in the explanation of some of the least known properties of mathematical series which usually are ignored as soon as they are found to be divergent.

However much Oliver Heaviside has been appreciated by a few leaders such as Lord Kelvin, the famous FitzGerald, Dr. Searle, and a few others on the Continent, it is not generally known that the first physicist in America to
A FEW days ago I came across a letter written by one of our earliest radio fans to Mary Garden, the famous soprano of the Chicago Grand Opera Company.

The author of this epistle is a shy, Frank Bacon-sort-of-man, who would not write a letter to anyone, unless it was of the utmost importance. Therefore, the letter to the grand opera star aroused my curiosity. I insisted as

only a woman can. ".......and why the letter on file to Mary Garden?"

He looked at me in amazement for a moment then replied, "We owe homage to Mary Garden. She ushered in the sniveling, little thing we first called radio. It came to Chicago as any new born thing; fearfully, expectantly, hopefully; yet at the time with but little promise, and now," proudly, "look at it!"

So that is what I am doing: looking at it, and listening in on my homemade set. It certainly has grown, that tiny un promising thing called radio. It's about the biggest, lustiest, healthiest, happiest thing that ever grew from so small a beginning. Radio in its present stage furnishes a hint, upon which a Franklin might work with more certainty when he coaxed the lightning from the clouds.

This, according to the archives of Middlewest history, happened in the Auditorium, November 11, 1921. On that night a new dot appeared on the radio map, that dot represented Chicago. The broadcast was made from
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the Westinghouse station KYW. Since then KYW has grown into one of the most powerful and select stations in the country. From a staff of three it has grown to a staff of over thirty—all experts in the radio world.

Walter C. Evans, the earliest member of this staff is still chief engineer, and Wilson J. Wetherbee remains director. KYW is on the air twenty-four hours a day, six days a week. It was the first to broadcast grand opera, football and college sports and to give an entire play from the theatre. It was also first to carry a newspaper connection, and it acted as train dispatcher during the heavy snows of 1923-24.

The present programs are usually classical in nature and represent the best talent of both this continent and Europe. The nightly entertainment given in the Balloon Room of the Congress Hotel is popular dance music played by Coon Saunders's Oriental Night Hawks. If their better programs are classical, certainly one may say that this part of the program is jazzy. Messages from the admirers of the Night Hawks have come from almost every corner of the globe. Listening in as I do each night, I get the impression that everybody with a set belongs to their insomnia club, and along with the others I find I am not always willing to stand by when they sign off.

Very early in the history of radio, Middlewest newspapers sought through its use to enlarge their scope of public service. Among the first to establish a broadcasting station was WGN, the Chicago Tribune. This is presided over by Quinn A. Ryan; jolly, genial, and a whole show by himself. He is the original "Uncle Walt of Gasoline Alley." Since Marion Gertrude Haines established "Skeezix Hour" for that ever elusive bachelor baby, Uncle Walt has been with us. He's as much a fixture in Chicago as the Chicago river or the Wrigley Building. This station is operated from the Drake Hotel, and I always get a good program over my receiving set.

With a flip of the dials, I tune in on WMAQ's program. This is the only station in Chicago operated by a woman. She is Miss Judith C. Waller, Chicago Daily News, and official Radio Chair-
HE captain of a steamship leaving Detroit, Michigan, with a cargo for European points may accept as commonplace the instructions charting his course up the St. Lawrence River. However, without an ice-patrol system in the vicinity of the Grand Banks, off Newfoundland, a floating mass of ice might cross the pathway of the vessel and the cargo fail of its destination.

Life and property would be in constant jeopardy from icebergs and field ice, but for the warnings issued frequently by radio-equipped patrols, assigned in a region where navigation is menaced. Therefore, the two cutters of the Coast Guard alternately on duty this winter, beginning about March 1, 1925, have been provided with modern radio-communication facilities for the daily issuance of warnings to trans-Atlantic shipping interests of the whereabouts of huge chunks of ice.

Both the Modoc and Tampa, ice patrol vessels, have been equipped with electron-tube transmitting equipment, displacing the arc transmitters in use during former years. This new equipment has a power rating of two kilowatts, and is capable of sending signals either by radio telegraphy or radio telephony. The transmitter makes use of seven electron tubes—two as power amplifiers, four as intermediate power amplifiers, and one as a master oscillator. The special attachment whereby the radio operator may shift from radio telegraphy to radio telephony employs six vacuum tubes—one as a speech amplifier and five as modulators.

A departure in the operation of this combination radio telegraph and telephone transmitter is the absence of the conventional means for changing from one frequency or wave length to another. Instead of a switch or other special selector, large variometers are used in changing from one frequency to another. The ice-patrol cutters have been assigned two bands of wave lengths—one from 600 to 960 meters, and the other from 1,600 to 2,800 meters. The change from one band to the other is accomplished by a switch, but variometers are employed in going from one wave length to another in either range of the two bands of frequencies. These variometers are each about one foot in diameter, and in comparison with the ordinary types of variometers used in radio-receiving sets it is like contrasting giants with dwarfs.

The transmitter proper is comprised of two panels, these being bolted together. The master oscillator variometers, band-change switch, plate and filament controls, and the vacuum-tube cradle, are included on one panel. The antenna variometer,
loading inductance coil, band-change switch key and over-load relays, and antenna inductance switch are contained on the other panel. Antenna and plate currents and plate and filament voltages are indicated by means of four meters mounted at the top of these subjoined panels. The electron tubes are visible from the front of the equipment, thus making them readily accessible in the event that replacements are necessary. There is a distinct modulating unit, adapted to mounting on a table, for use in radio telephone and tone telegraphy communication. This separate piece of apparatus consists of modulator and speech-amplifying vacuum tubes, a tone alternator, reactors, condensers, etc.

The transmitter proper is capable under normal conditions of putting two kilowatts in the antenna. This power output, however, is subject to variations with respect to the method of signaling and the frequency at which it is functioning. For instance, in radio telephony or tone telegraphy, operating on a frequency band between 312 and 500 kilocycles, the obtainable antenna current will approximate 12 amperes. On the other hand, in signaling by means of continuous-wave telegraphy, at a frequency of 107 kilocycles, approximately 17 amperes of current will be supplied the antenna. And, if functioning at 187 kilocycles, the antenna current will approximate 22 amperes, when signaling by means of continuous-wave telegraphy.

The master oscillator-intermediate power amplifier and main power-amplifier circuits used in this transmitter, according to the General Electric Company, will insure a great constancy of frequency, as well as ease of adjustment. That is to say, the equipment may be held constantly at a desired wave length and yet the frequency may be readily varied to any wave length between the bands assigned. Controls are available for curtailing the power of the antenna to one-fourth of its normal value. The source of power supply for this radio transmitting outfit is direct current at 120 volts. A two-unit motor generator set supplies energy to the plate and filament elements of the transmitter. The fundamental wave length is 382 meters, but any frequency between 107 and 187 kilocycles and between 312 and 500 kilocycles may be obtained.

The Coast Guard, alert to its opportunities and with maximum service as its objective, has made certain improvements in the antenna system on the ice-patrol cutters. Heretofore, some difficulty has been experienced with leaky insulators on ship antennae; therefore, the Coast Guard is the first branch of the Government service to actually install "Pyrex," or glass insulators. Glass, of course, is impervious to unfavorable weather conditions, and, needless to say, does not absorb water. The manufacturer of the newly introduced glass insulators also claims that this type of insulating material has a low phase angle difference and does not change appreciably with various wave lengths. The glass insulators used on the Modoc and Tampa are 30 inches long and are capable of withstanding a strain of 4,500 pounds.

Formerly, the ice-patrol vessels were equipped with both arc and spark transmitters. The installation of modern transmitting equipment, using the latest type of electron tube, means that the arc transmitters will be discarded altogether. A spark transmitter, however, will be retained on board both the Modoc and Tampa, which will be pressed into service as needs may demand or in cases of emergency. Radio compasses and a sonic depth finder (on the Tampa) will also be installed on these ice-sleuthing cutters. The latter device, designed by the Bureau of Engineering of the United States Navy Department, is for the first time being used in an attempt to locate icebergs by the principle of sound. The sonic-depth finder uses a certain amount of radio apparatus in its functioning, but the principle of operation is to determine the depth of a body of water by measuring the time elapsing for echo of a sound to travel to the bottom and back to the surface of the ocean.

"The object of the patrol is to locate the icebergs and field ice nearest to the trans-Atlantic steamship lanes," states the Coast Guard, in explaining the purpose of this service in the interest of humanity and commerce. It will be the duty of patrol vessels to determine the southerly, easterly, and westerly limits of the ice and to keep in touch with these fields as they move to the southward, in order that radio messages may be sent out daily, giving the whereabouts of the ice, particularly ice that may be in the immediate vicinity of the regular steamship lanes.

The greatest menace from ice formations is during March, April, May and June. The continuity of the ice-patrol is uninterrupted during this period of time, and for a longer duration, in the event that the danger to navigation is not removed naturally.

(Turn to page 60)
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UP IN the San Francisco Bay District of California, Etta Wilson Coleman has been engaged in many branches of theatre activity since her first appearance in a child part at the age of four. A little more than a year ago she presented her first radio play and, because of its immediate success, she now confines her activities almost entirely to radio.

A little over a year ago, Mrs. Coleman staged the old war time drama, "Shenandoah," with probably the largest cast that ever entered into a radio dramatic production. "Shenandoah" was presented from KLX, in Oakland, and now Mrs. Coleman is director of the KLX Players. They plan to present some of the plays from local theatres, but most of their activities will be confined to radio.

In these days of various debates of marriage versus a career it is interesting to know that Mrs. Coleman believes that women can have both and by systematic management have opportunity to develop latent talent. In a recent interview she said: "There is nothing like an outside interest to make a woman a more charming and agreeable companion to her children and in her home and there is no reason why women's talents should be allowed to go to waste just because we have material cares every day."

Mrs. Coleman finds ample time to look after her dramatic interests and devote some attention also to her daughter and three sons. In the remaining leisure period she has a number of hobbies, including dancing and swimming, hiking and hunting.

So far she has not succumbed to the crossword puzzle. She does have another activity, however, that probably will prove my contention that Etta Wilson Coleman is one of the most versatile radio performers imaginable—she actually designs and makes her stage costumes and hats.

The KLX Players present two plays a month—generally on a Friday night at eight o'clock, Pacific time—one a drama and one a comedy. Between times they fill in on programs in giving Irish comedy, Persian dramatic reading, Kipling programs, and the like.

DOWN in Los Angeles every Monday night from 10 to 11, Pacific time, the Hotel Alexandria Orchestra presents an hour of dance music played from the radio studio of The Examiner and broadcast through KFI.

This in itself is no startling news for there are more than a hundred radio orchestras in the Southwestern metropolis. But the fact that this orchestra has brought in more letters from people in the middle west and east than all the other orchestras from that studio put together is significant.

The answer is in the enthusiasm and vigor of the leader of the orchestra, Ray West. Young West conducted the concert orchestra for a period of two years in the Alexandria and then

Debarked with a new orchestra enroute for the South Sea Isles to play aboard ship.

A little more than a half year later he stepped off the boat in Los Angeles Harbor and found a representative of the hotel waiting with a contract to organize and direct a jazz orchestra to play every evening in the Franco-Italian dining room of this famous hostelry.

So Mr. West now leads the dance orchestra and presents the radio concerts each week. One of his first was dedicated to people in Tahiti who heard the orchestral music played in Los Angeles by practically the same organization which had entertained them the previous season in the South Sea.

Probably the most remarkable thing about this bit of radio narrative, however, is the fact that Ray West, still in his early twenties, finds time every weekday to motor out to the Southern Branch of the University of California and take a collegiate course from which he intends to graduate some of these days. He has composed two or three numbers and his most cherished desire is to compose a college song for his Alma Mater.

ONE of the most unusual requests ever sent through the air was broadcast not long ago from a Los Angeles station. A film director wanted fifty white geese for a release called,
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"The Goose Woman," but apparently geese did not read advertising for no response was forthcoming from newspaper advertisements.

So he thought perhaps the geese might pick up their ears and listen in when they heard his frantic appeal by radio. It seems that there is a scarcity of white geese in the City of the Angels. There are gray geese and black geese, and brown geese and blue geese but no white ones could be found. That is—not until the radio appeal was made and the next day there was a long line of people with white geese under their arms waiting patiently outside the studio door in the hope that their pet goose might have a chance in the movies.

Another role radio is playing for filmland is that of casting characters for various roles. An early selection for a part in a large production was recently necessary and radio fans were asked to help in casting the role and hundreds of letters poured into the movie and the radio studio as a result.

KFQX, a 1,000 watt station in Seattle, has brought Henry Morgan, basso cantante, to the attention of radio land and now so tremendous is the enthusiasm of radio and music fans alike that Mr. Morgan is heard from this Pacific Northwest station nearly every week with a program of old time favorites and classic numbers.

Mayorca which was the birthplace of Father Junipero Serra, the founder of the Missions of California. For six years he sang soprano parts in the local churches until his voice changed and a year and a half later, he began the study of the violin and also voice training.

His voice changed to a tenor and, at 20, he sang his first grand opera, which was "Faust," in a cast which included his teacher in the role of "Mephistopheles," while Artieda took the role of "Faust."

The Spanish mainland, Portugal, Italy, France, Central and South American countries were visited in concert tours, which included three trips to the United States, before he finally made America his home.

In San Francisco he met Helen Swett, a graduate of Stanford, whom he married and they now live in Oakland where Mrs. Artieda is executive secretary of the Public Welfare League.

"One of the most popular vocalists from Oakland's KXL is Gregorio Artieda who can be heard almost any time via the air for he generally sings two or three times a week. Maestro Artieda is a Spaniard who was born in Palma on the island of Menorca which was the birthplace of Father Junipero Serra, the founder of the Missions of California. For six years he sang soprano parts in the local churches until his voice changed and a year and a half later, he began the study of the violin and also voice training.

His voice changed to a tenor and, at 20, he sang his first grand opera, which was "Faust," in a cast which included his teacher in the role of "Mephistopheles," while Artieda took the role of "Faust."

The Spanish mainland, Portugal, Italy, France, Central and South American countries were visited in concert tours, which included three trips to the United States, before he finally made America his home.

In San Francisco he met Helen Swett, a graduate of Stanford, whom he married and they now live in Oakland where Mrs. Artieda is executive secretary of the Public Welfare League.

"One of the most popular vocalists from Oakland's KXL is Gregorio Artieda who can be heard almost any time via the air for he generally sings two or three times a week. Maestro Artieda is a Spaniard who was born in Palma on the island of Menorca which was the birthplace of Father Junipero Serra, the founder of the Missions of California. For six years he sang soprano parts in the local churches until his voice changed and a year and a half later, he began the study of the violin and also voice training.

His voice changed to a tenor and, at 20, he sang his first grand opera, which was "Faust," in a cast which included his teacher in the role of "Mephistopheles," while Artieda took the role of "Faust."

The Spanish mainland, Portugal, Italy, France, Central and South American countries were visited in concert tours, which included three trips to the United States, before he finally made America his home.

In San Francisco he met Helen Swett, a graduate of Stanford, whom he married and they now live in Oakland where Mrs. Artieda is executive secretary of the Public Welfare League.

Bits of Italian opera and snappy Spanish tunes, have made tremendous hits with listeners-in but Maestro Artieda's biggest successes via radio have been in "Faust," "Rigoletto," "Traviata," "Pagliacci," "Cavalleria Rusticana" and "Martha."

Although this musician often sings from KXL he appears in operatic roles only at intervals of a month. Plans for the spring include the presentation of operas by American composers alternating with the old favorites.

Closing an unusually interesting interview, Artieda said: "I advocate the passing of a law which shall require every opera company to present an opera by an American composer at least once a week."

"When do we eat," was the frantic cry of the American army landing on foreign shores. "Where are the redskins and cowboys," shrilly chants the vast army of tourists and sight-seers invading Southern California constantly. The inferior novels and the cheaper class of movie films are still creating misconceptions of life in the Pacific Coast states.

Cowboys, redskins, Spanish poons, old-time prospectors—the bizarre and unusual—that's what the newcomer wants to see. The Los Angeles Branch of the League of American Penwomen is trying to spread abroad the real truth about California's life and affairs.

Mrs. Bertha Lincoln Heustis, wife of a famous physician, was at one time president of the national organization. Now she is head of the Los Angeles branch as well as radio chairman for the Western division. During an interesting lifetime she has had remark-

(Turn to page 59)
WHERE THE GREAT

The most recent addition to the New York stations

If you wander down Broadway today between the brightly lighted shop-windows, and amidst the glare of the electric light signs, to 33rd Street and Broadway, you will find New York's latest contribution to the radio world. Here at the hub of the great shopping section, at the foot of that historic lane which is known as New York's Great White Way, stands the Hotel McAlpin, and if you look up above the heads of the throngs of people, above the glaring signs, above the skyscrapers, you will find silhouetted against the stars, the antenna of WMCA.

Through this new station which entered upon its career with such a flourish, on the evening of Washington's birthday, the Hotel McAlpin plans to present you with all that is best in the stage world of today. As far as studio forces go, few of the smaller stations are better equipped, for the personnel has been chosen with an eye to the type of entertainment program in which WMCA will specialize. We have for instance, dapper little Paul Dumont, whose juvenile countenance insists on giving the lie to his reputed thirty-six years and grown-up children. Mr. Dumont, who will fill the position of assistant announcer and program arranger, is well-known to radio fans as his excellent baritone has been heard for some time through WJZ and WGBS. Although he mainly does concert songs and operatic arias, you may have preferred him in the "Harry Lauder" songs, which he handles with a vivacity inherited from some remote Scotch ancestor.

In his early days when he lived in the region of the other side of Brooklyn Bridge, Dumont was known as the "wonderful boy basso of Brooklyn," for at the age of fifteen he had already developed a remarkable bass. This also gave rise to his cognomen of the "Little Man with the Big Voice."

The position of Announcer-in-Chief at WMAC is filled by...
WHITE WAY BEGINS

By Golda M. Goldman

Eddie Squires, known as the “Globe-Trotting Announcer.”

Squires and Dumont have already appeared on the air together as the “Radio Troubadours,” a feature which they inaugurated a year ago at WIZ. Mr. Squires has earned his title because he has covered so much territory in his radio career. He will be remembered by radio fans from his connection with the famous Drake Hotel Station, in Chicago, later with the powerful WLAG at Minnesota, and most recently with that prince of stations in Pittsburgh, KDKA. One of Squires specialties is a “one man show” which is a burlesque on operatic singers, including soprano. In fact he has become known as the “Joe Cook of the radio,” as he does as varied a stunt as Joe Cook does in the “Varieties.” He has been in vaudeville and has appeared in company with Kenneth (Turn to page 76)

The Florence Richardson Orchestra rendered some of the feature numbers at the opening of WMCA
Three Cheers!
(Continued from page 38)

ers turned in that direction and finally they rose and crept to the bars, to peer more closely at it.

"Mister," said Mr. Baumwetter, placatingly and in-simulatingly. "Iss dot a radio?"

"Yeah," said the lieutenant, casually. "That's just what it is. One of them sets with which the degenerate and soft headed females of the country is ruinin' the reformin' function of the prisons. The Society for the Softening of Hardened Criminals has given and donated one of them things to every Housewog in the State. They cost most as much as the criminals steal in a year."

"Bedad!" said Mr. Moriarty, with awe. "She's wan darlin' set fr'm the looks of her!"

"Py Golly!" echoed Mr. Baumwetter, not to be out-done. "I pet you he iss a fice tubber, anid it!"

"Shut up, ye Dootch cheese!" snarled Mr. Moriarty.

"P'what do yes mean mid that 'e stuff? Sure, a r-radio is always a she loike a ship. Go to school an' learn some-thin'!"

"Shut op py yerself!" said Mr. Baumwetter. "He iss a he, und ein a happy knows so mooch. You ignorance."

"Ah! Stop the bicker!" yawned the lieutenant, rising and sauntering to the set while the prisoners looked on eagerly. "Start somethin', will you! and the boh of you dead wrong! This radio is an it and I can prove it."

"Iss dot so, mister!"

"Th' divil yu can!"

"Yes, it's so," retorted the lieutenant, who was by way of being a wit in his own estimation. "It ain't feminine or masculine because it's neuter. Get me? Neuter! See! It's a neuterdyne set, ain't it? Ha, ha!"

He was safe from them because the bars kept them at bay, so he lived on. And so satisfied with himself was he that he decided to give them a bit of a treat, which, also, might serve to awaken the sleeping vagrant in the other cell and still his snoring. So, in another moment he had tuned in on one of the big stations and the strains of the announcer's voice were filling the confines of the Place of Sights. That voice came in clear and distinct, quite without the shrills of lost souls and the howls of the damned ones that had created such havoc in the relations of the two neighbors. They shut their eyes behind their bars and listened with ecstasy. They caught only a final sentence of the announcer.

"...famous tenor of the Household Quarantette will now render a series of patriotic songs for your entertainment. Station buzz-guss-fuzz, broadcasting songs by Mr. Steenroot of the Household Quarantette. Kindly stand by."

THEY stood by, clinging to the bars and in a moment the famous tenor of the Household Quarantette was filling the fetid atmosphere of the jail.

"Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean" he sang, and as his clear and vibrant tones came over the ether in the stirring air, the hearts of Mr. Moriarty and of Mr. Baumwetter swelled and grew warm within them. Hesitantly, they began to draw nearer to each other. At each bar of the music patriotism and a sense of mutual fellowship in the possession of a common allegiance pervaded them more and more. They began to hum the tune, even as the lieutenant started to heat time to it with swaying head and a pridelul smile.

Without conscious thought, but following an uncontroll-able urge, Mr. Moriarty and Mr. Baumwetter clasped hands and faced each other. A moment later the rolling bass of Baumwetter and the clarion baritone of Moriarty filled the jail to an extent which caused the hum in the next cell to roll upward and blink blearily at them.

"Ah, cheese! Wat t'ell!" he growled. "Can't ye let a stiff flop in peace?"

But Mr. Baumwetter only roared:

"Column, der chem off der ochhun!"

Mr. Moriarty echoed him:

"The proide ov th' brave an' th' free -""

Mr. Baumwetter:

"Dark shriine off edage hadrius devouchun! Der verkldt offers homitch to dee!"

And finally, in a grand and mixed crescendo of accents:

"Th' A-r-rray und Nafy for iever! Th-r-ree cheers mit der ret, whote und blue!"

I T WAS a bit confusing, but the true fire was so unmistakable there, as the two erstwhile enemies stood, right hands clasped fraternally, left hands raised and resting on each the other's shoulder, faces turned to the skies beyond the jail roof, love of the adopted fatherland shining in each eye, that all animosity died in them. Mr. Moriarty uprooted when the song died away.

"Bedad, Dootchy, ye are all r-right and as good a hoon-dred per cent as any dom' kluxer or Knight of Colum-bus!"

"Ya! Und der same to you, Irish!" Mr. Baumwetter came back. "Dot's a great country und a great song! I pet you I get me von off close neutral sets right away iff it cost a hoontret dollar. Vot's der make, lieutenant?"

The lieutenant obligingly gave the information. Mr. Moriarty was aroused.

"Divil a bit will ye best me, Baumwetter. Tis meself will how wan o' thim with good knobs stuck all over it, an' don't look no harm."

"What is it, Mike?"

"Tis not me name but I'll be after ignoring ye the while. Is th' foine Hizzhonor was sookin' us still shtandin'?"

"You still got your choice," said the lieutenant.

"Py Golly!" exclaimed Baumwetter, "Iss dot so? Und Frieda und your missus will be vrettin'. I tell you vot, Moriarty! I ain't sooch a biker meself. I joost lay ber vines und ve go home, no?"

"Divil a bit y'll pay the foiness!" protested Mr. Moriarty.

"Not whoile Shawn Moriarty has a r-roll in the jeans of him. Tis meself will pay thim."

A R G U M E N T started to wax again and might have led to a destruction of the newly established entente had not the officer been tactful. He suggested a compromise by which each paid the other's fine and, having led them to the room where the Justicem's held Court, after giving them their release, he also gave them a wink. He had not forgotten they they had betrayed the possession of further funds.

"And now, since we are all friends once more and no hard feelings," he said in a whisper. "I have a couple bottles of genuine pre-war stuff which we took off a boot-legger who is personally known to me. It is costly stuff, but I like you both. For five dollars apiece I will risk my job and slip you each a pint of it."

In the glow of generosity they were tempted and fell. Besides, who, if not an officer of the Law, should have really fine, pre-war stuff? They offered, even, to treat him when he had supplied them, but he declined on the score of a sense of duty that was imperative and tyrannical. So they departed to the freedom of the night, arm in arm and bottle in hand—or on hip.

Fraternity impelled not too long waiting and the corks came out on the nearest dark corner. The liquor, if pre-war at all, must have been pre-war dynamite. It had a most alluring kick which made them blink. As they wandered homeward, stopping now and then for another libra-tion, patriotism again awoke in them and with it the desire to chant to the night their sentiments. They rambled past the figure of Officer Jensen who was leaning against a light pole contemplating the stars. He brought his calm
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EVEREADY HOUR
EVERY TUESDAY AT 9 P.M.
(Easter Standard Time)
For real radio enjoyment, tune in the "Eveready Group." Broadcast through
stations
WEAF New York
WJAR Providence
WEET Boston
WF1 Philadelphia
WCAE Pittsburgh
WBN Buffalo

Satisfaction
Reliability
Economy

You need three things in radio "B" Batteries—satisfaction, reliability and economy. You get them all in Eveready "B" Batteries. Satisfaction, because they produce all the current needed by your tubes, giving you the maximum results of which your set is capable. Reliability, because you can depend on them to work at full power. Economy, because they long maintain their strength, and because they are low in price.

Advances in the art of battery manufacture make Evereadys last longer than ever. You actually get much longer service for your money.

There is an Eveready Radio Battery for every radio use.

Buy Eveready Batteries.

Manufactured and guaranteed by
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
New York San Francisco
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario

EVEREADY
Radio Batteries
— they last longer
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Appliances and Devices

A Super Amplifier

Electricallly, the resistance coupled audio frequency amplifier more closely approaches amplifying perfection than any other means available. The Daven Radio Corporation, Newark, N. J., has recently put on the market a complete resistance coupled amplifier incorporating three stages of amplification. It is the most compact three stage amplifier on the market and greatly simplifies the adding of quality amplification to any receiving set. It may be used on base-board or back of panel of any cabinet, or it may be simply placed upon the table without permanent fastening to other equipment. Binding posts are provided for the input, the output, and both battery connections. All plate resistors, grid leaks and fixed condensers are included, so that it is only necessary to make the connections with tuner and batteries. The volume delivered is about equal to the two stop transformers coupled arrangement, but of course far superior to it in quality. All connections of the amplifier are invisible, being underneath the base; and therefore, all of the labor of assembly is eliminated. It is the aristocrat of amplifiers, de luxe in every sense of the word, and is designed for those who appreciate the very best.

A New Type of Coil

Radicaly new coil has been developed by the Radio Units Inc. known as the Andrews Paddle-Wheel Coil. It has an exceptionally high ratio of inductance to resistance which is the real test of a coil. In the Paddle-Wheel Coil a shorter length of wire is used for a given inductance which means a general reduction of resistance. The compact spiral winding makes possible the use of larger wire thus further lowering the resistance without increasing distributive capacity. The small amount of insulating material used and its placing, reduces absorption losses to a minimum. The wire is held in place by slots and each group of turns is spaced insulated from the others.

No dope of any kind is applied to the windings yet the coil will retain its form indefinitely. The coil is designed to be used in conjunction with a variable condenser of 0.00025 mfd. capacity. The Paddle-Wheel Coil can be used in any hook-up where a first class radio frequency transformer or inductance is required.

Kellogg Low Loss Condenser

The Kellogg .0005 mfd., 23-plate condenser, is built in an altogether novel manner. The stator plates are firmly held at the bottom by two small hard rubber strips in the center of a light, but strong U frame. This frame, of course, is entirely open at the top, the shaft of the rotor being fitted across the tops of the U. Reliable contact is assured in three separate plates and the tension held by a friction washer. By loosening a couple of set screws the rotor shaft can be immediately removed from the frame when it is necessary for cleaning or other purposes without removing the condenser from the panel. It is but the work of a minute to replace this rotor shaft.

This Kellogg low-loss condenser can be mounted on the side of the U frame or the bottom, and where it is desired to mount the radio frequency coil on the condenser frame, it can be attached in a minute's time.

In circuits using two or more of these condensers, the sub-base or sub-panel, which is usually mounted horizontally at right angles to the face panel by means of special brackets or attached with the aid of the jacks, can be fastened rigidly in place without brackets or other extra metal by set screws in the bottom of the U frame of these condensers. This simplified mounting does away with extra parts and assures great rigidity of the base panel.

Mounting of stator plates and adjustment of rotor assures even spacing in this condenser. At minimum capacity, the plates are separated nearly one-quarter of an inch.

A Radio Receiver Lock

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin has announced the "Radioloc," a locking switch, which makes it possible to lock the set "off" when you leave it, protecting batteries from being run down and tubes burnt out by children—or even grown-ups—who might accidentally or carelessly snap on the set, and forget it.

The switch, installed in the "A" battery circuit, also provides a convenient means of interrupting reception without loss of station—the set being "out" when the key is in the slot and always "off" when the key is removed. Broad contact surfaces assure high efficiency and freedom from noise. The "Radioloc" is easily installed, requiring only one hole in the panel. The switch mechanism is direct and firm, insuring quiet operation.

A Precision Condenser

This new low-loss condenser is the result of years of manufacturing experience and has the unique and sound principles of construction, as may be found in the highest grade apparatus. It is manufactured by the United Scientific Lab. Inc.

Rigid frame construction without depending upon insulation as part thereof, thereby eliminating all possible chances of misalignment is one of the features of the new condenser. Straight line capacity is obtained by scientific construction of rotor and stator plates, which are made of a special grade of brass. Pigtail connection on rotor insures absolute electrical contact with rotor. Hard rubber dielectric outside of the electro-static field insures maximum efficiency and low losses.

The Sherman Battery Clip

The Sherman Battery clips is one piece made of a very fine grade of special spring steel coated with hot lead to withstand acid fumes. There are no places where frictional wear can remove the lead and permit corrosion, nor loose parts to permit the clip to come to pieces. The electrical current is carried through every part of our clip with an even distribution, so there is no overheating from the current jumping through parts too small to accommodate it as in some other types. The construction is such that every particle of the entire clip lends itself to the work of gripping tenaciously, and the clip has not only a heavy spring tension but is resilient and flexible, which makes it cling under all circumstances and prevents its tipping over and becoming knocked off from an accidental blow as is the case with rigid clips.
Three Cheers! (Continued from page 48)
and untroubled gaze down to them, in search of further breaches of the peace. But they were locked together and caroling:
"Clo'mb ia, th' Jim uv th' ooshin'; Der bride off der brafe und der free—" and, since the law had no rules against patriotic effusiveness, its conscientious Limb let them pass.

ON THE small porch of Mr. Baumwetter's residence, truce and amity also prevailed. For many hours of agony and fear the two brides had waited word from their husbands, shedding many tears in solitude until common grief drove them together.

It was at this moment that Mr. Baumwetter and Mr. Moriarty arrived, arms interlocked, hats on opposite sides of their respective heads.

"Vunce again, Py Chimmny!" shouted Mr. Baumwetter.

"Let 'er r-roll!" echoed Mr. Moriarty. And together:
"The Ar-my an' Nafy feriver! Dree jeers mit der ret, vite und blue." Alas! The ear of Mr. Moriarty, rendered sharp by the stuff, or by patriotism or something, caught, at last, a false note in the harmony.

"Bedad!" said he. "Be the Black Bull of Ballyvaghan, did I hear ye mockin' us Amurricans, ye Doootch blaguard! Fwhat was that ye said?"

Feebly, astonished, Mr. Baumwetter stammered:
"I say notting bot 'dree Jeers—" "Three jeers, ye thraitorous Heinie!" shrieked Mr. Moriarty, in frenzy. "I'll tackle the loikes o' ye to insoolt th' flag—" And he aimed again for Mr. Baumwetter's nose.

"Oomp!" said Mr. Baumwetter. "Irisher bum! Take dot!" And he retaliated on Mr. Moriarty's jaw.

Mrs. Eileen Moriarty looked sternly at Mrs. Frieda Baumwetter. Mrs. Baumwetter looked as sternly at Mrs. Moriarty.

Together they descended the steps and marched into the fray even as the aroused Jensen came in sight, descending on them to keep the peace intact. Before he could arrive two firm and muscular thumbs, each backed by a sturdy forefinger, had closed on an ear of each belligerent. Simultaneously, two open hands smacked home on two other ears.

As Officer Jensen drew up on the torn and trampled scene of battle, on either hand he heard the slamming of doors. In the castles of Moriarty and of Baumwetter, silence prevailed as far as the outside world was concerned. Officer Jensen meditatively cast an eye to the stars and strolled onward.

Super DX Hi-F. Receiver (Continued from page 13)
placing of the wave changing switch. When using four turns of the coil the lower 15 or 20 degrees range is broadened out to cover a greater part of the scale. Throw the switch up to cover the entire coil and immediately we condense the scale reading, but materially enlarge the range of the tuner. With this connection in use the tuner will satisfactorily cover the middle band of 75-85 meters and well below the 40-43 meter band. In fact, it will tune to the natural period of the entire coil. This fundamental frequency is controlled by the minimum capacity of the condenser and its allied circuit, below which, the tuner will not function. This holds true, even if the tapped portion of the coil only, is being used. It will be well to note, that this fact governs the minimum tuning range of any circuit utilizing inductance and capacity. Lower tuning ranges may be had only by the use of lower values of inductance, while the upper range is largely controlled by the values of capacity used. The tickler of the Bremer-Tully Short Wave Tuner does not have to be changed, but a variable grid leak is absolutely necessary, and must be adjusted for each band; that is to say, the

For better reception everywhere—always!

Right in your electric light wires lies all the current you need to keep your radio set at the peak of efficiency.

A Super-Ducon, plugged in, delivers a steady current of just the right voltage—always constant—always silent.

It takes the place of "B" batteries. Less trouble—lower upkeep—and better radio reception always—with a Dubilier Super-Ducon.

Tested and listed by the National Board of Fire Underwriters

D Dubilier
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tapped range will have one adjustment and the entire coil's range will have another. This, my friends, is the secret of the smoothness of reception. Should a fixed leak be placed in the set, howls and almost uncontrollable regeneration, with a very sharp oscillation point, will be your lot. This covers the fundamentals concerning this short wave section.

In the utilization of the 60-280-meter band we use the standard B-T Tuner, upon which is normally 17 turns, taking in this instance a tap at the seventh turn, which, on my timer in conjunction with the mentioned condenser, covers a range of 60-106 meters. This places the tuning range of the 75-85-meter band to approximately the center of the tuning condenser scale, occupying 24 degrees with this 10-meter band, on a 100-degree scale. This gives plenty of room for the separation of signals on approximately the same wave length and also leaves plenty of tuning range on either side of this band. With the entire coil in the circuit we efficiently receive the Canadian amateurs who operate on a wave length of 125 meters, and can tune to include all the allotted waves of American Class A broadcasting stations. This automatically takes in the still popular amateur band of 150-200 meters, on a desirable section of the tuning scale.

As mentioned, the present day good broadcast tuners cover the upper band in a manner to cover the receiving. The broadcast band on the B-T Tuner with a .0005 mfd. condenser covers the scale of 10 to 50 degrees on my tuner. I used this large condenser because I wished to go up above the normal range in order that commercial telegraph and marine stations could be covered. In fact, my tuner covers the various Naval and commercial C.W. and phone bands up to and including the Naval radio compass stations which operate on 800 meters. On the lower broadcast bands (222 to 278 meters) a tap, so that "Z" contains 20 turns and "Z" has the remainder or 40 turns, will enlarge the original 20 degrees to that of the entire scale. Again, let me say, a variable grid leak is essential.

Let me give you an actual instance of the work accomplished by Dr. A. L. Walsh, Radio 2BW in Northern New Jersey. Up to the time I placed this method of tuning in his hands for actual communication tests he had heard just exactly one foreign amateur, except, of course, Canadian amateurs. After its adoption he has, in the late afternoon and early evening worked twelve British, two French, one Danish, one Italian, one Hungarian, one Cuban and innumerable Canadian stations, besides every American district, and has our well known Rice Expedition now in the Amazon, South America, in with loud speaker volume consistently. I have little time to listen, but on my own set located in Brooklyn I have many times had every district within an hour. CB8 in Argentina is just as consistent as any local station.

You will note that when using the lower tapped section that no condenser is connected to the grid leak, therefore instead of losing signal strength through the losses, we simply have the reverse—a building up of wave trains, efficiently, due in part to the auto-transformer action of the apparently untuned section of the coil. This is, however, tuned by the mutual inductance and the resulting action is comparatively large.

An explanation and an additional refinement as noted in the present tuner which is shown in the diagram, is the use of a small capacity tuning condenser of .000125 mfd. capacity and the use of a loading condenser of .0005 mfd. The operator can reverse the procedure and use No. 2 condenser for tuning and use No. 1 condenser for the additional vernier. If both condensers are up, the Ultravernier dials is set in a condition for calibration when placed in the permanent receiving location. The counterpoise and ground connections should be adhered to.
Now You Can Afford —
a modern precision-made
set which "cuts through"

Tuned radio frequency for distance and selectivity, reflex
economy, the unequaled loudspeaker tone quality and
volume which comes with All-American precision manu-
ufacture—all are present in this non-radiating
three-tube receiver. And, owing to the economy of "wiring it your-
self," All-Amex Senior costs less than a finished
one-tube set of equally high quality. Take it home today from
your favorite radio store; wire it this evening, and "tour
the country" before you retire for the night! Price $42.

The RADIO KEY BOOK has, concentrated in its 48 pages, the an-
ters to those questions you have been wondering about. It is a radio
education in itself. Send ten cents, coin or stamps, for your copy.
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Learn the Code at Home with the Omnigraph

"Just Listen - The Omnigraph will do the teaching"

If you own a Radio Phone set and don't know the Code - you are missing most of the fun
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THE OMNIGRAPH Automatic Transmitter will teach you both the Writing and Morse Codes in your own home quietly, easily, and inexpensively. Connected with Battery, Battery, Phone or Battery. It will send you unlimited messages, at any speed from 0 to 10 words a minute. THE OMNIGRAPH is not an experiment. For over 15 years it has been sold all over the world with a money back guarantee. THE OMNIGRAPH is used by several schools of the Middlewest. The Omnigraph were THE ORIGINATORS of the radio broadcast. THE OMNIGRAPH is successfully adopted by the leading Universities, Colleges and Radio Schools.

Send for FREE Catalog describing three models.

DO IT TODAY.

THE OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
168 Hudson St.
New York City

Chicago Broadcasts
(Continued from page 41)

University of Chicago, and one a week from Northwestern University. Continuing this thought, Miss Walter has tied up with the Union League Club of Chicago for its Saturday forums; the Central Y. M. C. A. for its Friday forums, the Field Museum, Art Institute and Association of Commerce for other broadcasting features.

Harry Hansen, author of "Mozart Electro-magnetic unit (fits Baby Grand Reproducer, with nickel plated unit, black satin finish (approx. 12 inches bell)...... $12.00 Baby Grand Reproducer, with nickel plated unit, black satin finish (approx. 11 inches bell)...... 10.00 Electro-magnetic unit (fits almost any horn) photographic with cord, nickel plated...... 4.00 Gold plated...... 5.00 Mozart Special Headset...... 6.00

ANOTHER

No piece of radio apparatus in any price class is better because its maker says so - or because its dealer says so. It is only the best when everybody else says so as well.

"Several times I have intended to write to you or call you when visiting Newark. I wanted to let you know of the fine service we have been getting from the Mozart Baby Grand. The clarity of music, voice and other entertainment seems so different from other loud speakers that we have experienced. We also use the Talkers, but we stick to the Baby Grand for Accuracy." (Signed) R. T. DONOVAN

5001 5th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
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NEWARK, N. J.

U. S. A.

The new "The Omnigraph" Automatic Transmitter will teach you both the Writing and Morse Codes in your own home quietly, easily and inexpensively. Connected with Battery, Battery, Phone or Battery. It will send you unlimited messages, at any speed from 0 to 10 words a minute. The Omnigraph was the originators of the radio broadcast. The Omnigraph are successfully adopted by the leading Universities, Colleges and Radio Schools.

Send for FREE Catalog describing three models.

DO IT TODAY.

THE OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
168 Hudson St.
New York City

WEBH is probably the most advanced station in Chicago. It is operated by Robert D. Boneil, Edgewater Beach Hotel. Mr. Boneil is about the only person between the elec-
Radio—Through Your Phonograph!

In your own phonograph is hidden a horn of proved acoustical merit.

With a Jewett Vemco Unit, this horn can provide excellent Radio reproduction—reproduction so loud, so clear, and so accurate as to rival that of the best phonograph record you have ever heard.

But be sure that the Reproducer is a Vemco! That is the secret of accuracy, volume and tone.

No tools, no changes—Slips easily on or off the tone arm of a Victrola—We supply simple adapters for other phonographs. Volume control develops distant broadcasting to amazing strength. Above cut shows actual size. The same Reproducer used in the famous Jewett Superspeaker. Price $12; West of the Rockies, $12.50. Adapter, when needed, slight addition. At your dealers or use the coupon.

"THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE BEST"

JEWETT RADIO & PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
5678 DIXIE HIGHWAY - PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

SEND NO MONEY—
Just Fill In The Blanks!

Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co.
5678 Dixie Highway, Pontiac, Michigan

My dealer is not yet supplied so please send me, carrying charges prepaid, a Vemco Unit with adapter if needed. I will pay the postman. My Phonograph is a

[Blank for (make)]

[Blank for (Name)]

[Blank for (Address)]

"ANOTHER QUALITY PRODUCT"

"Quality Goods for Quality Readers"

www.americanradiohistory.com
NEW!

Accuratune Features

1. No Back Lash—A new principle takes up all lost motion and backlash and produces a very smooth operating instrument.

2. Long center bushing eliminates all dial wobble and takes all standard condenser shafts. Permits dial mounting with panel. No cutting of condenser shafts.

3. Gear mesh and alignment perfected to the same degree of accuracy as the mechanism of a watch. Ratio 1:1.

You can change from ordinary dials to ACCURATUNE Micrometer Controls in an instant, no set alterations necessary. More efficient than built-in verniers—a revelation in fine tuning.

 Equip your set with ACCURATUNE dials and note the improvement.

At your dealers, otherwise send price ($3.50) and you will be supplied postpaid.

Write for descriptive folder.

Mydar Radio Company, 9-A Campbell St., Newark, N. J.
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tric energy, in its raw state, and the finished product as it comes to you in your rocking chair. As a matter of fact, there are three others on the force but they are never seen nor heard, unless something goes wrong with the station. Never having had any trouble, the other three remain a myth.

Dean Remick has charge of the studio and he knows how to extract melody from a piano. Also he is adept in handling the studio performers. Now that the characters of WEBH are on the stage, let's listen in on "The Voice of the Great Lakes." The Oriole orchestra furnishes dance music from the Marine dining room. Extra numbers come from the Crystal studio. Everything is built around Mr. Boneil's glass cage. He sees everything and everybody, and he is seen by everybody as he works in his glass cage, but the walls are made double, so no sounds can penetrate or mar broadcasting.

WTAS is the only privately owned broadcasting station in Chicago. It came into existence out of the loneliness of a man's heart. That man was Charles E. Erbsstein, lawyer and citizen of Chicago. During the absence of his wife and children one winter, Mr. Erbsstein thought a radio set might be cheering. So pleased was he with receiving that he immediately decided to start his own broadcasting station.

He is one of the first to operate a station by remote control. The studio is in Kinball Hall, Chicago, but is connected by Western Union wire to his country estate, Villa Olivia, 38 miles away.

Mr. Erbsstein spent a year or two experimenting with programs, always letting the people decide what they like best. This has resulted in the present programs of entertainment only. Each Monday night WTAS broadcasts before an audience of 1,000 people. Negotiations are now being made to secure an auditorium with seating capacity for 3,000 people. At a recent program 5,000 applied for admission of which 4,000 were turned away.

Forbes Fairbairn is manager of the Chicago studios at Kinball Hall. They have the exclusive rights to their artists. This right includes Fred Hamm's orchestra which is considered one of the best in the Middlewest. Aiming, as they do for entertainment alone, it is always interesting to tune in on WTAS.

WLS Chicago, belongs to the farmer. It was built for one purpose—to give rural America a cross section of every line of thought in the nation. Edgar J. Bill, director, had worked out a series of unusual farm features, agricultural wool and warp, with the experience and cooperation of the dirt farmer. Six million farmers' wives
are going to school together over WLS. The long mellow note of the distant locomotive whistle does not sound so long, nor have we got our receiving set. Let the echo of the whistle float across the valleys, down the corn rows whispering over the great waving break of fields to lose itself in the haze of hills.

WLS claims to give the most complete radio farm service in the world. Daily weather reports and special storm warnings are issued regularly. A summary of all farmers markets—live stock, grain, dairy, fruit and vegetables, hay and feed markets are read.

R. F. D. is the name of the national radio farm organization launched in Chicago over WLS. The name stands for "Radio Farmers' Democracy." This farm radio club meets in various communities at 8 o'clock each Tuesday night. Ten thousand members already had fair to become a force in farm life of the Middlewest.

George Hay, announcer for WLS, won the golden trophy by popular radio vote for being the best announcer in radiodom. It is valued at $5,000.

WLS was the first Middlewest station to broadcast moving pictures. This was done when Betty Bronson appeared in Chicago for the inaugural of Barr's "Peter Pan" whose popularity has caused the feature to be continued.

Out of it grew the mythical Woodshed theatre which was built by Ford Rush and Glenn Rowell, the "Lullaby Boys." They recently announced to their radio audience that "reserved seats" on the air would require the remittance of two pins. The kind and size was not specified. As a result thousands of pins came by mail to WLS, Woodshed Theatre, Chicago—small pins, clothes pins, safety pins, pins of all sizes, kinds and descriptions. The biggest pin was made to order by members of the Kenosha club. It is engraved in honor of Ford and Glenn and was presented to them by the Kenosha Club members of the Nash Motor Co. Up to date 5,000 pins have been received for the Woodshed theatre's mythical auditorium. The children produce plays in which they are called actors.

WBCN Chicago, came in with the new year. Robert Northup, director, keeps alive the community spirit among merchants, real estate and business men of the South Side. It is operated by the publishing firm of Foster and McDonell.

WPAS Oak Park, a Chicago suburb, is another rather new broadcasting station with community interests. One hears announcements of church services, sermons, college and school news. New and then a sprinkling of good music causes one to applaud from the arm chair.

Here's a peculiar fact about radio insulation

Material that is satisfactory for general electrical use often gives poor results in radio-frequency service. Experience has shown that best results come with the use of material and apparatus designed especially for radio's peculiar demands. This is particularly true of insulating material.

Radion is a special material, developed to order by our engineers to meet the needs of radio. For radio frequency insulation its characteristics are highest, as shown by authoritative laboratory tests.

The use of the most efficient insulation material is important, not only for panels, but also for dials, sockets, knobs, binding post panels, rotors, stators, spaghetti tubes, etc. In all these there is a Radion product of the right type and size for your set. Radion is also used by leading set manufacturers who appreciate the superiority of "the supreme insulation."

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER COMPANY
Dept. G-4, 11 Mercer St., New York City
Chicago Office: Conway Building
Pacific Coast Agent:
Goodyear Rubber Co., San Francisco—Portland
Mail Coupon for Booklet,
"Building Your Own Set"

Clear as a "Record"

Radio reproduced by Dulce-Tone through the amplifying unit of a talking machine comes through with the same clear, mellow, undistorted richness you get in playing a record. Hear Dulce-Tone at any radio or music store—and note the difference. If not sold at retail locally, order direct. Price $10.00. (In Canada, $14.00.)

The Tesler Co., 1125 Oregon Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
Canadian Distributors: The Ohio Higie Co., Ltd., Toronto

"Quality Goods for Quality Readers"
Judging from the inquiries we have been receiving from our readers we are sure you will say "JUST WHAT I WANTED"!

Log Your Stations—Get Your Distances
KNOW THE OWNERS OF ALL STATIONS
By Call Signals, By Cities, By States, By Countries
For the United States, Canada, Cuba, Mexico, The World

THE RADIO ATLAS
Corrected to March 1, 1925

4 BIG MAPS Each 2 Pages 14x20 Inches
The United States
Canada
N. and S. America for Long Distance
Mexico Cuba Porto Rico Alaska
The World

Each map is best and largest that can be shown in convenient form. Red dots show Radio Centers.

LISTS All Radio Stations for
The U.S. Canada World
Alphabetical by
Signals, by States, by Cities

Latest Wave Lengths
Kilocycles Locations
Names of Operators

LIBERAL SPACE for your private log and new
stations

CONTENTS
A SERIES OF DOUBLE-PAGE MAPS. Covering the United States—Canada—
The World—showing location of broadcasting, leading commercial and govern-
mental Radio Stations. Lists of all United States and Canadian broadcasting and
leading commercial stations by location also alphabetically by call signals, with wave
lengths and ownership. World Radio Stations, Lists, Etc., Time Divisions, Radio districts
and Headquarters, American Radio Relay League Districts with Map and Explanation.

THE LATEST LISTS—THE COMPLETE LOG: in the most comprehensive, most easily
consulted, and most complete form that can be made.

SPECIAL OFFER The RADIO ATLAS described above FREE with your new
or renewal subscription to WIRELESS AGE.

SEND THIS BLANK TODAY→

New readers can save . . . $1.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>One Year</th>
<th>Newsstand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wireless Age</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Atlas</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$3.00 $3.50

Special Price . . . $2.50

Wireless Age,
.328 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen;
Please send me one copy of the RADIO ATLAS free and enter
my subscription to Wireless Age for one year. My remittance of
$2.50 is enclosed.
Also send me additional copies of the RADIO ATLAS
at 50 cents each.

Name ____________________________
Street __________________________
City ____________________________
State ___________________________
William Hale Thompson has announced that he is now establishing a broadcasting station in the Wrigley Tower, Wrigley Building. Another station is to be installed in the Palmer House, which will shortly open its new hotel structure.

"Despite radio, Chicago is becoming more literary?" is recorded in the annual report of the Librarian of the Chicago Public Library, Carl B. Roden. "In 1924 the city supplied 617,428 more books to 43,000 more citizens than in 1923 when radio was less popular."

The more I look at the results of radio, the better I like it.

Artists Out West
(Continued from page 45)

able success as a writer, vocalist and concert pianist—having made a number of country wide tours.

Instead of a sleeping, slumbering old Spanish town or a wide open prairie village, with cowboys whooping down the main street, radio fans are coming to realize that Los Angeles is a thriving metropolis.

Once a month KFI broadcasts these programs which include literary events and musical numbers and which interest the radio public well known musical and literary characters of the Southwest. The Writers Club Revue is an annual event and this year's music was composed by Jerome Gibler, "Blue Eyes," "Magic Carpet of Love," and "Pirates Song,"—some of his numbers—were sung on the Penwomen's program by Betty Blythe, beautiful screen actress, and Mrs. Gus Reed.

TILDA ROHR, contralto, has sung from four of the Los Angeles broadcast stations, but now she is heard every week from KFSG, the Angelus Temple, in solo work.

Not so many years ago Tilda Rohr was busily engaged in housework at the family home in Switzerland and often she took part in the song festivals so popular with the Swiss people. But no opportunity favored to appear professionally and the magic wand of America beckoned as it does to many.

She found inspiration, upon landing on the shores of the United States, in the fact that she could earn her own living as a language tutor and still continue her vocal lessons late afternoons and evenings and now, ten years later, all of her sacrifices are well repaid.

Tilda Rohr is truly grateful to America for the opportunity which it has given her and for the intelligent interest displayed by patrons of art and music. She shows this, I think, by singing from the various stations whether the programs are "paid" programs or not. Radio has helped her.
The Biggest Thing in Radio!

It is the best in the world—the Bel-Canto Cabinet Speaker. The greatest reproducing instrument ever invented, bar none. Best at any price. Its tone cannot be equalled.

THE ONLY PATENTED CABINET SPEAKER

Our secret, a flexible reed tone chamber, exclusive with Bel-Canto, makes it a real musical instrument—a truly "beautiful singer."

The Bel-Canto Cabinet Loud Speaker

is the one and only cabinet speaker in which ample amplification is possible without distortion. The flexible reed tone chamber is as long as a goose-neck horn. Size: 9 1/2 x 10 x 17 inches. Workmanship of the very best. Cabinet of 3/4 mahogany—solid, substantial, beautiful. With handsome scroll and silk mesh.

Price only $17.50

Your dealer can get it for you, or we will ship prepaid, on receipt of price.

JOBBERs write us today about out-of-town territory

West of Rockies—Prices are $18.00, $15.50 and $10.50

BEL-CANTO RADIO AND TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

872 Broadway, New York City

Something NEW—

Loud Speaker Extension Unit

COMPLETE

Prices, including Jack, Plug and Cord:

10 ft. cord $2.25 20 ft. cord $3.00
20 ft. cord 2.50 50 ft. cord 3.50
30 ft. cord 2.75 100 ft. cord 5.75

Manufactured by


CHARTING THE ICE-FIELDS

(Continued from page 43)

For instance, during the last observation season the first ice-patrol cutter left Boston on March 17. After fifteen days of vigilance, excluding the time consumed in going to and from Nova Scotia, the Terpsichore was relieved by the Modoc, the latter sleuthing for large chunks of ice for a like duration. These alternate fifteen-day courses continued during the ice-patrol season.

The patrol vessel broadcasts ice information three times daily on wave lengths of 600 and 621 meters. Each message is sent three times, with an interval of two minutes between each transmission. The hours of this daily radio communication are 6:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M.

It is suggested by the Coast Guard that vessels on patrol should, when feasible, send all reports by the naval radio station at Bar Harbor, Maine, using 2,750 meters wave length. The radio station of the Radio Corporation of America at Chatham, Massachusetts, is used when the Bar Harbor station is inoperative. The information thus disseminated outlines all ice spotted, its position, and probable drifts of icebergs. Also the ice-patrol cutter defines the limit of the ice territory and determines the most southerly iceberg. The data furnished the Hydrographic Office in Washington are broadcast by radio telegraphy from naval radio stations located at Arlington, Virginia; Boston, Massachusetts; New York City; Norfolk, Virginia, and Charleston, South Carolina.
Radio in Europe
(Continued from page 26)

in process, representing the Swedish press and manufacturing interests. The broadcasting company will provide a studio and maintain broadcasting accommodations. The revenue will be derived in part from receiving licenses and other commercial sale of time. For two years Sweden has had broadcasting, and "Telegraph Administration" is the company behind a project which includes interlinking various cities by telephone, much as stations are linked up in the United States. A curious feature of the radio situation in Sweden is that possession of loud speakers are assessed a higher amount than receiving sets, being officially recorded as luxuries!

In Norway one of the first broadcasting stations on the Continent exists—a 500-watt Western Electric outfit in Christiana. Tests made show that this station is heard as far as France and Ireland, and Norway is making very fast progress in radio. Its methods are more comparable to the British plan than any other in Europe.

It is an odd commentary on the European radio situation that the installation of radio receiving sets is actually illegal throughout Continental Europe generally. The licensing system may be compared, somewhat invidiously, with prohibition conditions in some parts of America. The "prohibition" is being widely disregarded. Continental radio fans obtain material for sets, manufacture them and simply fail to take out a license. This situation may be annoying to the financially harassed Governments of Europe, who leave no stone unturned to work up new sources of revenue; but from the radio point of view, it is a distinctly hopeful sign. It indicates the great vitality and popularity of radio, and the need for taking it into consideration as a popular article.

When the legal situation is thoroughly cleared up and radio made into a reasonable and efficient system, there is no question but that Europeans will be as much interested in radio as anyone else on the globe—provided always, of course, the impetuous Europeans have money enough to purchase the "makings."

All European Governments have been extremely reluctant to set aside their jealous and iron-class restrictions on radio, which are wartime remnants and based on international suspicion, in the main; and the radio restrictions are further evidence of the political mare's nest into which Europe has permitted itself to get into. They must necessarily be clarified before the real European radio era can begin.

The first sign of change has been the realization of the decided value of

---

B-T Condensers Go With Fleet
F. H. Schnell to Accompany Navy to Maneuvers

BREMER-TULLY CONDENSERS
WITH U. S. NAVY IN COMING MANEUVERS

F. H. Schnell, Traffic Manager of the American Radio Relay League is to accompany the Pacific Fleet in its forthcoming battle practice in Hawaiian waters. With him goes his short-wave Tuner-set for Navy-Amateur experimental tests. In this receiver he uses B-T Type L. Condensers. The enormous frequencies at low wave lengths—25,000,000 per second at 12 meters, for example—compared with 814,000 at 350, demands the utmost of condensers. Mr. Schnell chose B-T's.

Choice of Experts

The B-T Tuner will be found in such stations as those of Kruse, Technical Editor of ST; Clayson Information Service Age, and Lindell, Current Service Editor of the League. This is what another leading Technical Editor says:

A Leading Technical Editor Says:

"Having been testing various tuners—everything we could get on the market, and I want to go on record that the B-T Type 'B' ran circles around the whole bunch. Tests were all made in one evening, and the only changes made were one tuner for another."

"Best reception was KGO on an indoor cage antenna with the B-T, and best with any other was WGN, Chicago, with an outside antenna. 200 ft. For a motto for B-T I suggest, 'Ask the man who owns one.'"

The B-T Nameless

The B-T Nameless will be found in America's finest homes. It can be built and tested step-by-step. Write for information on this great BT accomplishment. It is described in "Better Tuning."

"Better Tuning" a 48-page booklet of diagrams, hook-ups and advice will help anyone get better results on all circuits. The 7th edition is ready. If your dealer doesn't carry a stock, send 10 cents for prepaid copy. "Better Tuning" is packed with each B-T Tuner.

BREMER-TULLY MFG. CO.
534 S. Canal St., Chicago, Ill.
radio as an international means of communication and understanding. To European politicians of the old school, this spells, in blunt practical words, opportunity for publicity and propaganda for nationalistic purposes; and on this basis it is now receiving more than usual attention. Some countries have made large expenditures for such propaganda and publicity, and as they get further into the radio situation, it just naturally helps to iron out the kinks and loosen the tight places in the political situation as well.

Broadly speaking, the cultural and musical possibilities of really high-powered stations with adequate technical broadcasting equipment in the key places of European musical life, is bound to create an international radio era of first importance. Already it makes a live American fan’s ears tingle with envy at the thought of what European radio fans will shortly be able to tune in on.

Perhaps when the short wave length development predicted has taken place, trans-Atlantic transmission will be so improved that at least those on the Atlantic seaboard of America will stand a good chance of hearing concerts from the Prague and other projected radio music centers. The real hope of this short wave length outlook lies in the technical fact that very special high-powered stations will not be needed. The ordinary ones will do. The use of the short wave length will make possible listening to by American radio fans to European stations in a degree scarcely dreamed of now. This is certainly an event to look forward to.

A TYPICAL PROGRAM FROM THE YEAR 1893 GIVEN IN BUDAPEST.

Nine A. M. Standard time signal, synopsis of day’s program.
9:30 Vienna and foreign news, chief contents of newspapers of previous evening.
10:00 Budapest Exchange opening.
10:30 Chief contents Budapest morning newspapers.
11:00 General and economical news.
11:15 Local and sport news, critical reviews.
11:30 Vienna Exchange opening.
11:45 Parliament sitting. At noon there were time signals by which all subscribers might regulate their watches. Then the program went ahead.
12:30 Stock quotations.
1:00 News briefs.
2:00 Foreign telegrams.
2:30 Critical reviews.
3:00 Exchange closing.
3:15 Weather, court news, theatrical, sport, style notes.
4:00 Foreign of market prices.
4:30 Military music.
6:30 Miscellaneous news; opera.
10:00 Gypsy concert.

Loud Speaker Horns
(Continued from page 15)

pipes, we observe the following quite marked differences.

1. In the case of the long pipe the peaks are close together; they are 110 cycles apart. In the case of the short pipe the peaks are much further apart, being 440 cycles apart. Long pipes, then, have them close together, short pipes have them far apart.

2. Long pipes have a low fundamental tone and all their overtones are scattered throughout the lower frequency band. Short pipes have a much higher fundamental tone and their overtones are scattered throughout a much greater frequency range.

3. The quality of the sound given off from the long pipe will be rich in low frequencies and will sound of a comparable high pitch. A sharp or high pitch quality note will be given off by the short pipe. A long pipe will be relatively deficient in high frequencies and a short one will be lacking in low frequencies.

The group of sketches shown in figure 3 will serve to illustrate why it is possible to obtain all the peaks or frequencies of a maximum response from a pipe. There are four pipes, a, b, c and d, all the same length and closed at the left hand ends. The tuning forks are of the ordinary variety, but of pitches whose frequencies are in the ratio of 1, 3, 5 and 7. The pipes are all of a length equal to one-quarter the wavelength of the frequency of the fork f. Then while the fork f, vibrates from its mid-position, shown by the solid line, to its outermost position, shown by the dotted line, the pressure wave of the sound has had time to travel to the opposite end of the pipe. While the fork returns to its mid-position the pressure wave has been reflected from the closed end of the pipe and has returned to the open end. Upon reaching the open end a large part of the sound is again reflected back in the pipe and some of it goes off into the surrounding air. At the open end the air moves the fastest and the fork is also moving the fastest as it passes through its mid-position. That is, the air at the open end of the pipe, as the sound wave reaches this end, is moving in phase, so to speak, with the fork. Under these conditions the maximum amount of energy of the fork can be given to the air column. That this is true can be demonstrated easily. Without the presence of the pipe, the fork will vibrate perhaps for a minute, but with the pipe present, the fork will cease to vibrate perhaps, after ten seconds. The pipe causes the fork to lose energy very fast when the two are vibrating in phase, as we described it. If the pipe were a little longer or shorter, no effect would be observed by placing the fork near its open end. There is thus produced a great abundance of sound within the fork and pipe are in unison, so to speak. This is represented by the first peaks, in figures 1 and 2.

The dotted lines in the pipes b, c and d indicate where the air motion is a maximum and the solid line where it is a minimum. The former is called a loop while the latter is called a node. These cross lines indicate the nature and location of the maxima in the pipes in order that reinforcement of the sound from the forks may occur.

These motions in the air in the pipes can also be represented as shown in figure 4. The a1, b1, c1 and d1 corresponding to a, b, c and d in figure 3.

Reflection of sound energy always occurs whenever the characteristics of the air column changes. At the closed end, the change from air to a solid end is quite abrupt and so all the sound is reflected. At the open end the change is from an air column, confined by the rigid walls of the pipe, to the unconfined outside air. Reflection, therefore, occurs at this end, too, and much of the sound is reflected back and forth within the pipe. However, the change at the open end to the outside air is less marked or pronounced than the closed end. For this reason, not all the sound is reflected at the open end. For this reason some of it gets out into the surrounding air.

Reflection, therefore, back into the pipe at the closed end is responsible for the phenomenon of strong resonance and the building up of intense loud tones.

This description of sound in pipes and its reinforcement by them will be sufficient to allow us to enter the field of the performance and purpose of the loud speaker horn. We shall begin this discussion with a description of how we make our measurements and tests, followed by giving some results.

The measuring system is shown schematically, in figure 5. The vacuum tube oscillator gives or supplies alternating current at any audible frequency, say from 50 to 15,000 cycles, and at any desired intensity. This current from the oscillator enables us to supply current at the audible frequencies to the loud speaker, (2). The loud speaker gives off sound at any desired frequency and the condenser transmitter (3) responds to the variable alternating pressure. The transmitter is of great uniformity both regards time and frequency. That is, its response is practically constant at nearly the whole frequency range and does not change with time. It is calibrated, as we call it, to show the relation between the sound pressure acting on the diaphragm and the voltage generated in it by this pressure.
The purpose of the amplifiers, (4) and (5), is to enable us to measure very accurately the voltage generated by the condenser transmitter. This means that we have to first calibrate the amplifiers. This is done by removing the condenser transmitter and substituting for it a given, or definitely measured, voltage from the oscillator (1). By means of the thermo couple (6) and the galvanometer (7) we measure the current output into (6) at various frequencies with the known voltage applied to the first amplifier, (4). This second calibration enables us to know what voltage the condenser transmitter has generated. The first calibration, then, enables us to determine at once the sound pressure at the various frequencies. We plot these pressures at the various frequencies and we obtain a curve similar to those shown in figures 1 and 2.

Now, what kind of a curve do we want in order to obtain the best results? The answer to this question is what you are all waiting for, because the most desirable loud speaker will be the one which gives the best curve. The best curve or ideal curve is a straight line at all frequencies, as illustrated in figure 6. What does a curve for a loud speaker mean? It means simply that the various sounds at the various frequencies will have a loudness proportional to the height of the curve. Hence, if a loud speaker gave a curve like those in figures 1 and 2, the sound would all be concentrated in a few frequency bands. The results would be exceedingly poor and radio reproduction would still be in the "Dark Ages." On the other hand, if the loud speaker gave a curve like that shown in figure 6, the results would be ideal and the loud speaker would be perfect, in that it will reproduce with equal efficiency all the sound-currents of the various frequencies given to it. That is, it will reproduce faithfully what is supplied to it. Reproduction of the original music and speech, would now require perfect broadcasting and receiving, of course.

We shall begin our study of the horn by giving some results which we have obtained for straight conical horns. The photograph of this group of horns with Dr. Wolff of the electro-acoustic division of the laboratory standing beside them will indicate to the reader the wide and inclusive range covered by our tests. We wanted the facts on them all so we would know what we could expect from conical horns. Here are the facts: they have been published in the "Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers" in the August, 1924 issue. I shall review these facts here for the purpose of making those conclusions of general interest known to all of you.
Many people think that big horns should give intense sounds and small horns should give relatively weak sounds. Let me answer this question for all of you as far as straight conical horns are concerned. In figure 7 you will find the answer. The solid curve is for the small 1 foot horn with an opening of two inches at the large end, if it can be called "large."

The dotted curve is for the mammoth 6 foot horn with an opening of 3 feet at the large end. The small end of both horns is 9\% inch in diameter. The dotted curve is lower than the solid one and the two curve quarters to the little 1 foot horn with a 2-inch opening is much superior at all frequencies (except in one small region around 1000 cycles) to the large six-foot horn. Incidentally, this is most frequently true in the human world as well as in the world of sound! Both horns were tested with the same unit.

In figure 8 are shown a group of four curves. These curves are for four conical horns each about two feet long, but with the following different openings at the large end: 3, 6, 12, and 18 inches. The photograph shows this group of horns intermingled with other horns. These horns are about the average length of loud speaker horns and the curves showing the response at the various frequencies are typical for many loud speakers. Let us see then, what is the difference among them. We shall quote the author's original and the sense of his remarks, but from the tone of his voice, the emphasis he placed on this or that sentiment, the steady manner of his delivery, the deliberate and clear-cut enunciation, they obtained as well a knowledge of the inner quality of the man which they never could have received from printed words in newspapers. Only through the subtle tones and accents of the speaker's actual voice which the silky little disks brought to them could they hear the fine shades of meaning which served to define him for them. When the short address was completed it is safe to say that the American people had a far more intimate sense of what manner of man this President of theirs was than they had ever before had of any President after his first inaugural address.

The First Radio Inauguration

(Continued from page 35)

But there had been one participant never before seen on an occasion of this kind. When Mr. Coolidge appeared on the stand and the immense throng of spectators focused their eyes and opera glasses upon him they saw in front of him an object which spoke mutely, but eloquently of the advance of American inventive genius in the four years since the last inaugural was held. Almost hiding the Presidential form was a black iron frame containing a little white disks. They were the metallic ears through which a fifth of the nation was to listen to its chief.

Four years before, when President Harding's address was amplified for the benefit of the crowd on the Capitol plaza, the microphones were hidden away under flowers and decorations.

This year they stood out boldly, as it proudly conscious of the new role to which they had been so greatly advanced in the national life. They were raised to a metal standard which the telephone company had prepared for holding the President's manuscript, and from two of them wires led to the amplifying and broadcasting apparatus of the Radio Corporation of America. Two others were connected with similar equipment of the Bell system, from which a wire carried the message to the New York relaying station, and the remaining two served the public-address system for the benefit of the crowd in front.

As the inaugural speech proceeded, these finely sensitive little disks caught every accent, every slight inflection, and carried it to the ears and understanding of the whole United States. Both for himself and his vast audience it is highly fortunate that the voice of the first of all radio Presidents should have such excellent carrying qualities.

Not only did President Coolidge's bearers all over the land follow the...
it reached the ears of the radio public through stations WE E L, Boston; WJAR, Providence, W TIC, Hartford; W O O, Philadelphia; WCAE, Pittsburgh; WGR, Buffalo; WCTS, Worcester, and W F B L, Syracuse. Middle West audiences received it through WEAR, Cleveland; WLW, Cincinnati; W W J, Detroit; W MA Q, Chicago; W D A F, Kansas City; W HO, Des Moines; W C C O, Minneapolis-St. Paul, and K L Z, Denver. On the Pacific Coast, stations K P I, at Los Angeles; K T O, at San Francisco, and KLX at Oakland, were connected up, while for the southern states W S B, at Atlanta, was the only station sending in a request for the service. To all these widely separated stations the transmission was faultless, and the multitudes of listeners in could follow the proceedings almost as closely as the onlooker in Washington.

Four years ago the public-address system by which President Harding made himself heard to 50,000 or 60,000 people was hailed as "a telephone achievement ranking with the opening of the transcontinental line." Today, so quickly do we adapt ourselves, it seems odd that such an achievement should be thought remarkable. How will this present feat of addressing a mere 20,000,000 people at one time, look to us when next a President-elect holds up his hand to take the oath of office?

**Straight Line Condensers**  
(Continued from page 24)

Suppose the capacity and inductance elements of a wave-tuner have such values that at maximum capacity setting the resonance frequency is 100 kilocycles: This is the frequency for a condenser setting of 180 degrees. The frequency in kilocycles corresponding to the other settings is progressively greater as the capacity is diminished. With this new type of condenser it is necessary that there be some capacity in the circuit when the variable condenser is set on zero. A convenient value for this capacity is such that the frequency at minimum capacity setting of the variable is twice the frequency at maximum capacity setting.

The manufacturers designing this type of condenser need not necessarily graduate the instrument at every degree. Instead of this procedure, a graduation line could be drawn at 180 degrees but marked 100; one drawn at 90 degrees and marked 150; and one at 0 degrees marked 200. With suitable lines between the markings the graduations could be extended over the entire condenser dial. Then the dial would bear markings proportional to kilocycles or frequencies, instead of the meaningless figures on present dials.

### ULTRADYNE

**MODEL L-2**

Phenix Radio Corporation  
3-5 Beekman Street  
New York

**HEARD EUROPE ON A HOME BUILT ULTRADYNE MODEL L-2**

Arthur Bender, 120 East 2nd St., Cor-  
 mutations, Ros., had an unusual thrill up  
 Europe, stations last heard on his home-  
 made Ultradyne which he constructed himself— Cincinnati Enquirer,  
 Nov. 30, 1924.

**Thousands have built it!**

LIKE Mr. Bender, thousands have successfully built the Model L-2 Ultradyne and claim it the most wonderful receiver they have ever known for great distance on the Loud Speaker.

In no other receiver is found the "Modulation System" of radio reception—an outstanding radio engineering development, by R. E. Lecault, E. E., A.M.I.R.E., Chief Engineer of this Company and formerly Radio Research Engineer with the French Signal Corps Research Laboratories.

With the application of regeneration to the "Modulation System" the Ultradyne is capable of detecting the faintest broadcast signal, regenerating and making it audible on any loud speaker.

In addition, the Ultradyne is the most selective receiver known. Regardless of close similarity in wave length, it selects any station within range—brings in broadcasting clearly, distinctly, faithfully.

The Model L-2 Ultradyne will do everything better than any super-radio receiver operating under the same conditions.

Write for free descriptive folder.

---

**how to build and operate the ULTRADYNE**

**THE ULTRADYNE KIT**

Contains: 1 Low Loss Tuning Coll., 1 Special Low Loss Choke, 1 Type "A" Ultralyne, 1 Type "B" Ultralyne, 1 Standard Fitted Condenser.

To meet the public's personal requirements, all Ultralyne are guaranteed as long as this war remains unchanged. 

**How to Order**

$30.00
The Antennaphone will prove a big help to radio reception this Spring and Summer because it reduces static interference and eliminates danger of lightning. No lightning arrester is necessary.

SAFER than a troublesome outdoor aerial. BETTER than an unsightly indoor aerial.

EASY TO INSTALL

The Antennaphone is not attached to, but merely placed under the telephone. Connect the wire of the Antennaphone to the antenna post and tune in. The Antennaphone will not interfere with the use of your telephone.

Antennaphone complete $1.00 with insulated wire. Guaranteed to work perfectly with any tube or crystal receiver or money refunded.

ON SALE AT YOUR DEALER or mailed upon receipt of one dollar.

ANTENNAPHONE COMPANY
90 West Street, New York City, N.Y.

Furthermore, the frequency spacing and the spacing of broadcast stations will be the same at the low end as at the high end of the dial. The scale can just as well be numbered from 0 to 100, with uniform spacing.

As already stated, the scale on a condenser of ordinary design is very open at the upper end or on long wave lengths and congested at the lower end or on high frequencies. This objection, however, is surmounted by the design built by the Radio Laboratory of the Bureau of Standards. First, it may be generally concluded that the shapes of the conventional plates of the various commercial designs of condensers determine the crowded condition or too liberal spacing of the various points along the scale of the dial. Therefore, in order to obtain a dial with a uniform spacing with respect to both low and high frequencies, it is necessary that either the moving or fixed plates of the condenser be so shaped that the angular setting is proportional to the reciprocal of the square root of the capacity. To accomplish this, the type of condenser designed by Doctor Dellinger and useful in wave meters and other apparatus has movable plates according to this formula.

\[ R = \frac{a}{\sqrt{b - o^2}} \]

Where \( a \) and \( b \) are constants, \( R \) is the radius of the plate at any point, \( o \) is the angular setting of the dial, in degrees or any other unit.

Then the formula is modified to allow for the hole cut in the fixed plates which makes for the clearance of the shaft, as follows:

\[ R = \frac{a}{\sqrt{(b - o)^2 + V^2}} \]

Where "\( V \)" is radius of hole.

A straight line frequency variation requires that the capacity in the circuit be not reduced clear to zero—as the frequency would go to infinity—that is, there must be a fixed capacity in parallel with the variable element. The shape of the plate is different, depending on what minimum capacity is chosen. A convenient value for the minimum capacity in the circuit is one-quarter of the maximum, or one-third of the capacity of the variable condenser at maximum setting. The shape of the plates for such a combination is shown in illustration on page 24.

One of the advantages of the straight line condenser, according to Doctor Dellinger, is that a dial calibration requires very few observed points since a straight line can be drawn through a few points more readily than can a curve.

Experimental condensers of the type outlined in this article have been built by the Radio Laboratory of the Bureau of Standards and in practice measured up to theoretical predictions.
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How Radio Is Serving Henry Ford

(Continued from page 29)

ers and are arranged for multiple tuning. Over a ton of copper wire, sunk in the lake which is straddled by the towers, provides an excellent ground connection.

The Dearborn station represents two years of constant experimentation, and development work is continually in progress to further improve the efficiency of communication. The present capacity of four hundred messages per eight-hour day is soon to be increased to two thousand by the installation of loop receiving equipment, which will permit of simultaneous duplex operation.

Aside from a small room wherein the necessary storage batteries are arranged, the balance of the building is given over to furnace and wash-rooms. Stepping into the outer air and glancing at the low, rolling country surrounding the station with the huge towers rising majestically above, we are at once struck by the wonderful location which together with the thoroughness and efficiency of the installation, doubtless explains the remarkable results which have made an enviable record for WAVE.

While WAV is the hub about which the Ford Motor Company’s radio communication system revolves, it is by no means the only station of interest in the intricate scheme. Some three hundred miles to the south in Springfield, Ohio, is located WNA, through which much of the railroad business of the Detroit, Toledo and Ironton Railroad passes to and from Dearborn. And still farther south—not far from the Kentucky border, in the quaint little town of Jackson, Ohio, station WQH provides a communication outlet for the southern terminal of the D.T. & I.

The equipment at Springfield, while not so elaborate as that at Dearborn, comprises the same rugged and efficient vacuum tube transmitter and a medium wave vacuum tube receiver and amplifier of the conventional regenerative type. The antenna at WNA stretches from a short mast atop the freight office of the D.T. & I., which houses the station, to a steel tower a few hundred feet to the rear. Rectified alternating current serves here also as a source of plate potential with entirely satisfactory results. WNA communicates directly with Dearborn and Jackson and acts as a relay point for the latter station when necessary.

The installation at Jackson differs somewhat from the higher powered installations at Dearborn and Springfield and resembles more closely a well-kept amateur station. A one-hundred-watt vacuum tube transmitter located in the...

The new Tungar will keep all your storage batteries up—fully charged all the time. It charges radio "A" batteries of 2, 4, or 6 volts. Radio "B" batteries of 24 to 96 volts. And auto batteries, too.

It makes no disturbing noise—is simple—charges while you sleep. Just clip the Tungar to the battery, plug it in on the house current and leave it overnight to charge. A Tungar at home means clearer tone—full volume—your set at its very best all the time for all that's on the air.

The Tungar is a G.E. product, developed in the great Research Laboratories of General Electric.

The New Model Tungar charges Radio A and B batteries, and auto batteries. Two ampere size (East of the Rockies) $18.00

The Tungar is also available in five ampere size (East of the Rockies) $25.00

60 cycles—110 volts
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Pat. Applied for.

$15
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In Canada—Carter Radio Co., Limited—Toronto
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### WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS FOR

**RCA Radiolas and Radiotrons**

Radio Corporation of America

**Sales Dept., Suite 7006: 233 Broadway, New York**

**District Sales Offices:**

10 South LeSalle St., Chicago, III.

433 California St., San Francisco, Cal.

---

### ILLINOIS

**TUSCOLA RADIO SUPPLY STATION**

**Dependable Radio Apparatus**

**TUSCOLA ILLINOIS**

**OHIO**

**THE MILNOR ELECTRIC COMPANY**

**Large Stocks—Quick Service**

129 GOVERNMENT SQUARE CINCINNATI, OHIO

**MAINE**

**ATLANTIC RADIO CO., Inc.**

**Complete RCA Service**

21 TEMPLE ST. PORTLAND, ME.

**PENNSYLVANIA**

**LUDWIG HOMMEL & CO.**

**WHOLESALES 100% THROUGH DEALERS ONLY**

WRITE FOR HOMMEL'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RADIO APPARATUS 234-E

**MISSOURI**

**WESTERN RADIO CO.**

**Dependable Merchandise from America's Greatest Manufacturers**

Baltimore at Fourteenth Kansas City, MO.

**WEST VIRGINIA**

**THE PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY SUPPLY DEPT.**

130-32 So. Eleventh St. Philadelphia

**NEW YORK**

**CONTINENTAL RADIO AND ELECTRIC CORP'N**

**New York's Leading Radio House**

15 WARREN STREET NEW YORK

**Tiem AS Appliance Co., Inc**

**Approved Radio Merchandise Wholesale Only**

145 WEST 45th ST. NEW YORK

---

### DEALERS

Here you will find the R. C. A. DISTRIBUTOR who can serve you best Tie up to him

---

The station equipment at L'Anse is housed in a small building constructed atop the water filtration plant and consists of the conventional five-hundred-watt vacuum tube transmitter with a rectifier supplying the plate current, the primary source of which is the two hundred twenty volts A. C. mains which supply current for other power purposes within the plant. The antenna at this station is of the T type and is supported by a steel mast on one end and a convenient water tank tower on the other.

The station at L'Anse is located on a high hill overlooking Lake Superior. The radio equipment here is substantially a duplicate of that at Dearborn, having the same 1,000-watt transmitter, rectifier, and two 165-foot antenna supporting towers. The primary power supply here is obtained from the power house at the company's manufacturing plant one-quarter mile away. The antenna is of the T type with suspended counterpoise and ground system. The building housing the apparatus is of attractive brick and stucco construction and is complete with toilet facilities, heating plant, etc.

The L'Anse station is the key point for the company's Northern system of radio communication and through it are

---
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CONTINENTAL
"New York's Leading Radio House"

You sell them—We supply them

There is no need for us to tell you how easy Radiolas sell, for everybody knows how great the demand is but we can tell you why Radiolas sell easy.

Radiola III, Amplifier and III-A are constructed of high quality materials that last and give satisfactory results. They are pleasing in appearance, compact, easy to operate, economical and exceptionally fine in tone qualities and distant reception. Priced fair enough to meet the demand of any prospective buyer.

Sell Radiolas and let us supply the receivers. Our stock of sets, in volume to assure prompt shipment, will help increase your profits.

CONTINENTAL RADIO & ELECTRIC CORPN.
15 Warren Street
New York, U. S. A.

THE DAVEN SUPER AMPLIFIER

Now that you get "distance," how about "quality"? The Daven Super Amplifier is a completely assembled Resistance Coupled Unit ready to attach to your favorite tuner. It simplifies the construction of your receiver and reproduces broadcasted concerts with a faithfulness not obtainable with any other method of amplification.

Sold Everywhere.

DAVEN RADIO CORPORATION
"Resistor Specialists"
Newark
New Jersey
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More Money For You in RADIO

The amazing expansion of Radio has opened up hundreds of wonderful new positions on land and sea. Big salaries, fascinating, easy work, short hours, and a wonderful future are offered to ambitious men who get into Radio now.

Take advantage of these wonderful opportunities and step into a big paying position in this great new field. You can stay at home and work up to a position paying up to $10,000 a year; on Radio offers you an opportunity to travel and see the world, with all expenses paid, and a fine salary besides. One of our graduates, Emmett Welch, of Peculiar, Mo., secured a position one week after graduating, paying a salary of $300 per month.

Hundreds of others report equal success.

Easy to Learn Radio at Home

Thousands of Certified Radio-tricians are wanted to design Radio sets; to make new Radio improvements; to manufacture Radio equipment and to install it; to maintain and operate great broadcasting stations and home Radio sets; to repair and sell Radio apparatus; to go into business for themselves; to operate aboard ship and at land stations.

You can easily and quickly qualify in your spare time at home through the help of the National Radio Institute, first school to teach Radio successfully by mail, established 1914. No previous experience or training needed. Prominent Radio experts will help you in every problem, giving you personal attention.

You learn by doing, as we furnish you with the course, circuits and parts for building laboratory working sets, making the work thoroughly practical. You learn quickly and easily—right at home.

This is an absolutely complete course which qualifies you for the real "big pay job" in Radio and your big enjoyment of partment helps you get one.

Send for FREE BOOK

No other field today offers such great opportunities as Radio. Take your choice of the many wonderful openings everywhere. Prepare now to step into the most interesting and best paid professions today. Read about the opportunities open now—the different kinds of work—the salaries paid. Write today for the 32-page book that tells how America's biggest private correspondence school (government recognized) can teach you to become a Certified Radio-trician in your spare time and also Special Offer to those who act at once on written application. National Radio Institute, Dept. 46FB, Washington, D. C.

National Radio Institute, Dept. 46FB, Washington, D. C.

Without obligation, send me your book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," which tells all about the opportunities in Radio, how short time study at home will qualify me readily as a Certified Radio-trician so I can get one of these splendid positions, and how your Employment Service helps me to secure a big pay job. (Please Write Plainly.)

Name __________________________ Age ____________

Street __________________________ City __________________________ State ____________

Burness BATTERIES
Contribute to a Radio Miracle

President Coolidge
H. R. H. The Prince of Wales

The transmitter that sent photos by radio from London to New York. Batteries for energizing the tubes are shown in the lower shelves of the cabinet.

THAT Burgess Radio Batteries were chosen for this inspiring achievement is a pleasing indication of the confidence placed in them by experienced radio engineers.

Ask Any Radio Engineer

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
Engineers DRY BATTERY Manufacturers
Flashlight - Radio - Ignition - Telephone
General Sales Office: Martin Trust Bldg., Chicago Laboratories and Works: Madison, Wis.
In Canada: Niagara Falls and Westfield.
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A Life Career for YOU in RADIO

Thousands have won success in radio. Right now our graduates are voyaging to foreign ports as radio operators—ships’ officers—with good pay—and no expense for rations and quarters. And hundreds of them are holding high salaried positions on land.

You, too, can earn big pay—and visit strange lands—or win success in radio right in this country! A few months of interesting study at home on the special Home Study Course of the Radio Institute of America and you can secure your Government Commercial Radio License—and your first radio job.

RADIOLA III—FREE with course

The course is a new one, completely revised. New text-books. Radiola III with two tubes and Brandes headset and other exceptionally high grade apparatus free with course. Exports correct and grade your papers and answer all your questions. The most comprehensive and up-to-date radio instruction obtainable anywhere.

Don’t delay. Fill out coupon and send it today for our new booklet.

Radio Institute of America
(formerly Marconi Institute)
Established 1909
326 Broadway New York City

Radio Institute of America
326 Broadway, New York City
Please send me full information about your Home Study Course of radio instruction.

- I am interested in the complete course including code instruction.
- I am interested in the technical course without code instruction.

Name
Address

troubles from hand capacity will be reduced to a minimum. A .00025 mfd. condenser is connected in the antenna lead each side of which is connected to a binding post. This will enable the maximum efficiency to be obtained with either a short or long antenna. The photograph will give an idea or two on how such a separate R.F. unit can be constructed.

The circuit shown in figure 4 will be welcomed by the great army of fans who like to experiment, but whose radio equipment is confined to a three-circuit tuner layout. The circuit shows a tuned secondary which is capacity coupled to the antenna and ground through two .0005 mfd. fixed condensers. The scheme applies a strong signal voltage directly upon the grid of the tube, giving greater volume to the signals in general.

I have in mind still one more circuit which will give interesting food for thought for the experimenter, and this is shown in figure 5.

Regeneration over the entire range of the receiver is controlled by a variable capacity and it is important that a well made instrument be used, as a short in this unit means a direct short on the B batteries, causing a possible burnout of the head phones.

Oliver Heaviside

(Continued from page 39)

fully utilize his methods in finding a short-cut to the most difficult problems in electric waves along wires, was John Stone Stone, one of the contestants with Michael Pupin and the Frenchmen Hutin and Leblanc, for the fundamental patents underlying the modern practice of carrier-wave telephony in the early 90’s, and a radio leader in America.

Before going into the specific reasons for our admiration of Heaviside’s work, it is well to try to understand his type of mind and its reaction in his relations to his colleagues in England. He really lived in great poverty for a number of years and was a thorough recluse, due originally to the fact that he aroused official opposition among inferior men by his matchless handling of the more difficult problems which were far over the heads of the leaders in the British Post Office. So great was the difference in the grasp of the subject on the part of his detractors and himself that no less an individual than William Preece, then head of the British Post Office, pronounced Heaviside’s theories—since verified to the hilt—as nonsensical. Heaviside, who had developed an ironical and sometimes bitter humor through the studied silence of those who could not follow him, replied by sudden diversions in the midst of his more profound papers, to these gentlemen. Caustic and sly raillery at the super-rigorous school of

www.americanradiohistory.com
the mathematicians at Cambridge also often interrupts his most profound analyses.

He often delighted to write out the differential equations of a very difficult problem and then immediately give the answer, closing with the remark that "the proof of the pudding is in the eating thereof." Such omissions often required weeks of work by those who wished to understand his results, and as his collected papers only appeared in the London Electrician—which published three volumes of his "Electromagnetic Theory," contributed between 1891 and 1912, and his "Electrical Papers," published by Macmillan in 1892, and now worth $50 a volume—being out of print—he never felt that the general engineering public had been "sold" on his methods by these two organizations. There has, however, been recently issued by Ernest Benn, Ltd., a new three-volume edition of his "Electromagnetic Theory," and it is safe to say that within the last five years there are many physicists in this country who have been or are now using his mathematical methods. Aside from John Stone Stone, the pioneer in this field, there might be mentioned the names of Messrs. Fry and Carson of the Western Electric and A. T. & T. Companies, respectively, together with H. A. Lorentz, and V. Bush, who have published papers based on Heaviside's methods.

It is extremely difficult to give a simple idea to the average radio fan of just what Heaviside did to prove himself to genius. If one says that he considered the equations of electromagnetic actions in a more complete way than Maxwell did, by making them "symmetrical" one has to explain that he inverted Maxwell's known as "magnetic conduction," which would correspond to a condition in nature by which the mere presence of magnetic flux in a medium consumed energy, just as a passage of dielectric flux with its attendant current along a conductor consumes energy through the "electric resistance" of the wire. The solutions of the resulting equations were reduced to represent the facts of nature by simply placing this "magnetic conduction" equal to zero, in which case they assumed the conventional form first discovered by Maxwell. Heaviside, in other words, had such a profound knowledge of these equations that like Helmholtz he could afford to "play" with them and yet he had a steady grip on their real physical meaning; so profound indeed, that some of his results are not generally used in radio work even yet.

To illustrate this point, it may be interesting to think of the usual fundamental formula given by Neuman for getting the inductance of a wire by
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Radio Panels
of Lasting Beauty

From first to last, the rich high gloss finish of Spaulding-Bakelite is protected.
First, by the container—and everlasting thereafter by the Spaulding special process which also guarantees that this panel drills, saws, engraves without chipping—never shrinks or splits—possesses highest dielectric properties and great strength. Furnished in all standard sizes. Write nearest office for descriptive circular.

Spaulding-Bakelite
Spaulding Fibre Company, Inc.
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Your Set Needs
This Glass Socket

Three wonderful new sockets are made of Viralon, a special glass, processed for 100% efficiency—sturdy, heat-resisting and moisture proof.
Other exclusive features are Erkelson Contacts (proof against corrosion)—One-Piece Contact Springs—Handy Soldering Terminals, etc. Price $1.25, standard size.

Write for interesting pamphlet
If your dealer cannot supply you, send us $1.25 and parcel post to cover each socket.
DURAY RADIO CORPORATION
Dept. 19, 261 Washington Ave., Newark, N. J.

considering that the elementary current filaments in it are all removed to infinity—torn apart as it were. This work is a measure of the inductance of the current in that length of wire. Heaviside considered the dielectric displacement current was due to the potential difference at the end of an elementary "unit" of current and called its effect "the inductance of the dielectric." This conception, when applied to the problem of finding the inductance per cm. of a simple vertical antenna with different current distributions on it was solved by the writer at the request of John Stone Stone in 1904 for "straight line" current distribution with very low frequency and for a transmitter vibrating at its fundamental. The results are not of great practical importance at this time, but are only mentioned to show that most of Heaviside's work was of an unusually practical nature. In fact he poked fun at mathematicians who in their efforts to be too rigorous lost sight of the physical nature of the problem under consideration, while wallowing in a slough of equations.

To come down to the most startling and dramatic event in Heaviside's life, we may take his first papers in the Philosophical Magazine which started in 1885. Heaviside pointed out how no less an authority than Sir William Thomson (afterwards Lord Kelvin) had failed to consider the true nature of electromagnetic propagation of signals in the cable. He showed how Lord Kelvin's theory was merely a theory of diffusion and not one of true propagation, because it neglected the self-inductance of the cable. A diffusion theory in such a case would be like engineering the receipt of signals by heat along a brass rod. At one end would be placed alternately a piece of ice and a candle at the other end; a thermal couple. If these alternations of temperature were spaced as "dots and dashes" we would have a rough analogy to the original action of the Trans-Atlantic cable. The only solution, to make such a cable practical, was that attempted by Lord Kelvin after a Mr. Whitehead had ruined the previous cable by shooting high tension sparks into it from an induction coil. Lord Kelvin showed that not the intensity of the electric charge, but the quantity of electricity which flowed determined success. In fact he stated that with a primary battery no bigger than a gun-cap he could send signals across the Atlantic cable!

Heaviside, on the other hand, showed how once self-inductance was taken into account and utilized—even to the extent of being actually introduced into a cable—a colossal of true propagation of energy was achieved. The signals would go on of their own ac-
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expression of amused contempt in many of his papers. However, it seemed to embitter him to such an extent that as soon as he began to be recognized, he fled to Devonshire and emerged no more to the day of his death. He never attended the meetings of any engineering or scientific societies, nor even came to hear the congratulations tendered him when he was given the highest honors within the power of European and American electrical professional men to bestow. In fact, Heaviside spurned the honor of being elected after much wrangling as an honorary member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. It took almost endless effort to make him consent.

The most unfortunate aspect of Heaviside's hermit life had its rise in the extraordinary increase of prices brought on by the War during his old age, which took place in his 75th year. He was delicate and sensitive, and he suffered not only inconvenience at first, but later—after the loss of his housekeeper who went insane and had to be put away—he lived on alone. He refused to accept financial aid or gifts beyond a pension of $800 a year which was practically forced on him by the government. He preferred to sink into neglect.

His work and genius has helped materially in erecting large industrial organizations controlling communication agencies, yet he receives just two lines in Great Britain's "Who's Who."

It is not out of place to call attention to the importance of Heaviside's use of divergent series in the solution of certain differential equations. He was already the greatest manipulator of Bessel's Functions of his generation. He blazed the way and deserves the credit. By justifying the use of a series whose sum first approaches but never quite reaches a definite value and then suddenly increases without limit, he succeeding in solving many equations. Such an expansion is called an asymptotic expansion and has been much used in recent years. It was quite a victory to take the despised divergent series and make it serve its turn in engineering.

The famous so-called Heaviside Layer in the upper atmosphere of ionized particles, giving rise to exceptional long distance transmission with short waves and to many freak transmissions with long waves and moderate power clear around the earth, is a conception due to Heaviside. This seems to be the only case in which his name has been generally securely connected to an enduring contribution to perpetuate his fame. This layer accounts for fading and for the curvature of electric waves as well as for other peculiarities of transmission.
Heaviside's most strikingly original work was perhaps his invention of the "operational solution" of the differential equations necessary to express the problem of suddenly applying a "unit voltage" or other disturbances to a cable. To do this he had to use an expression or "function" as it is called, whose value before a certain instant would be zero and whose value thereafter would always be unity. He not only solved this problem, but he devised a way by which the very symbols of operation could be treated like the ordinary algebraic quantities used in solving simple equations. When these equations have been reduced by simple laws, the engineer employing them has only to interpret them in order to get his results in a small fraction of the time which cumbersome and elaborate methods then in vogue would have required.

Oliver Heaviside was not without due gratitude and the finer feelings of that culture which should go with eminence in any walk of life; as his letter of profound gratitude and appreciation to John Stone Stone for first introducing and applying this "operational calculus" in America shows.

The great lesson of his life seems to be that after all, human beings are not merely symbols of action, but that in every intellectual relation, however remotely social it may be, it is best to cultivate the "human touch," since no man can go further in any endeavor than the co-operative spirit of his colleagues will permit him; otherwise, his work will be driven into secret places, and its influence will be attenuated until long past the psychological time for it to arrive to arouse world-wide enthusiasm. This is particularly true as a possibility for modern scientists with the advent of the very means which this neglected and morose genius passed on to us as the shadows were closing down on his labors.

Where the Great White Way Begins

(Continued from page 47)

Harlan, Lowell Sherman, etc. He is a graduate of Yale, and not only possesses a fine baritone voice, but is also a fine pianist and capable of playing all types of music.

The entire studio and operating staff will serve under the direction of Marion K. Gilliam, who has for ten years been Editor-in-Chief, in charge of the publications of the Rockefeller Foundation, and who has been more recently identified with the radio, as a program booker and studio manager. Mr. Gilliam a supervisor of program making, will see that an unusual menu is offered the radio fan. According to his plans WMCA will specialize in

(To turn to page 78)
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musical features offering some operatic stars and others under regular vaudeville contracts who will get permits from their managers to appear for him. Plans have already been made to broadcast at all of the Christian Science Churches of greater New York, and this will be a regular Sunday night feature.

A very charming little lady, Dorothy Higgins, will be studio accompanist. She is a twenty-year old pupil of Guy Maier, and is now with the Angela Diller School of New York, studying theory, while Bruce Simonds of the Yale School of Music is perfecting her technique. She has been heard from WEAF, WNAE, etc., and even during the practice period of WMCA gave pleasure.

As I said before the new station opened with a regular series of firecrackers on Washington's birthday, and if the great variety of talent presented that evening is to be the criterion for future performances, you had better get your radio set for that station. A list of the people appearing reads like a publicity catalogue and included all types of famous people. Of course, one of the principal features was Ernie Golden, and his Hotel McAlpin orchestra. Ernie has been the guiding spirit of the McAlpin grill since last June. He is an old Keith Vaudeville headliner, and records for the Edison Company. His Hotel McAlpin orchestra, which will go on the air three times a week, consists of eleven pieces and plays arrangements which are Ernie's own work. He has organized twenty bands which are playing all over the country. He was musical director of the "Greenwich Village Follies" one year and played with William Rock, and Frances White, in vaudeville for two years.

Another headliner of the evening was Florence Richardson and her girl band from Zit's Central Park Casino. This was Miss Richardson's radio debut, and I foretell that Central Park is going to become popular this season for something more than its benches.

Not the least unusual person on the studio staff, is Ralph C. Powell, Jr., the chief of the Engineering staff.

Other people who "did their stuff" on the program were: Irvin Cobb, Andy White, Graham McNamee, Nathan Glanzer, Louis Enna, Rube Goldberg, Holbrook Blinn, Miss Ora Steck, Betty Rand—well they were on till about 2:00 in the morning, so I think I will surrender the job of trying to tell you all who were there and leave it to you to find out what they are doing now.
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